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CANNING FACTORY
BURNS TO GROUND
SATURDAY EIGHT
Not Known How Blaze Started
But Firemen Have Fight4.1
Against: Elements.
•
One Nan Loses Household Ef-
fects in Ruins.
I el RAM% NEARLV tan
What thregtenedao be, and but for
the prompt and (Aintree work of the
fire departments would have been •
persons confiagratket, occurred early
Sunday morning at 1236 o'cloek
when the Paducah Caoning .factory,
Tenth and Norton streets, wag de-
stroyed by Are. ThIf building was 3
large iicoeitory frame structure, and
was destroyed ctompletely with all the
machthery and oMee fixtat'es.
No one knows how the reorigi-
nated, but the fire iseemortoinive start-
-4d about the middle of the southern
will. which borders on the Nartiville.
Chattanooga & St. Louis railroad. The
ere, burned the whole of the building
and burstout an at one tines
bite tire trashing of an eggshell. -
Patrolmen Jones and Owen stood
at Tenth and • Norton streets and
looked at the caboows. where the fire
Is thought to have started, overstay.
for thanes have bean robbing them
for some time. The piatrotmen wen
1414.- smear. to -114.0-stations No. 4
eeported and had waited about 15
- -minister ass-be - relieved --from-deo
when they beard shots and 'looking
out the door saw the SnItlit• and Are.
thitriey Etter was on watch at the
station and he gave the alarm, and
company No. 4 was at the fire and
bad a stream of water on in a Minute.
Theamoke was an dense Charles, Ettet
had to feel for the water plug. and
the firemen .could hardly breathe In
the open Onset. Nosteater. by the
time No. 2 arrived the eolnpany had
thew streams of water on lb. fire.
Water (lurked the fire little, and
Assistant Chief Oise retorts devoted
orie stream to sating adjoining prop-
erty, and by valiant work, leas of
only a few hundred dollars resulted.
despite the fact that a heavy wind
lois blowing directly toward the
property, and only a narrow alley
separated the -factory from tht reid-
itjr fire company
came on the second alarm and worked
In on the fire from elleveuth _street.
Centnv No. 3 filled In at the cen-
tet-LaUtion dirlifir. die
T-he -*remelt - entered- Abe bursting
building, but Stbeing a frame atom-
turf. *e dames 'avid be Only Eled he
control, and out extinguished. The
firemen workt4 patiently until • 6:3n
teclork.when the building was is
ashes.
Mr. bedew A deep.
s -
Mr. X. G. Yoder, general superin-
tendent of the fa. too was sleepine
in the Offit• and first dianovered the
Are. and gave the alarm. _ Hee went
to bed about 9 o'clock and was awak-
ened bye.the failing house and the
smoke. He larded tee of th.• building
Mayor James P. Smith Nominates
His Boarile Public Wolin Before
Board of Aldermen Meets Tonight.
General Council Will Pass on
Budget Ordinance and,Moy-
ing Picture Show Measure
at This Sesnion.
12. W. IS itTTEtelOHN. presi-
41.ett !Suitt-41.1bn Oinstructloat
....rummy and Katterjoha Brick
ciimpane _
K(4.11: peer:bleat
of Kolb Bens.. Wistikvade
Ite MA Rif\ canhier
4.1lizene' Sari bank.
Mayor James P. Strrith this *Ver-
net:el announced his board oespablic
works. The board is compos of
two Repubacans and one Dentoc
and the persounet of the board Is
and -ameressives Me le. W.
Ketterjohn. a brick manufacturer and
a construction contractor, engaged in
undertakings of great magnitude and
levolving consideration of ell kinds
of material and workmanship. is
equipped In the highest degree to
estimate (be cost of work and Ma-
teriel, and the quality of material fur-
nished_and its durability, and the
quality of workmanship put on pub-
1
1k contracts
Mr. Louis F. Kolb iss well known
and successful wholesate dealer and
represents the merchant ease ott the
Mr. Richard Rudy. the Democrat
ea „ that 'Chink teitilk-g.r. and.
moreover. spends much of his leisure.
time riding in 'hie antotnobet! a
pastime- that will keep him thor-
otraillY in touch with conditions all
over the car,
-In mating the appointment,. Mayor
Smith said: "I wanted a bankers a
business man and a man who had
especial knowledge of contracting
businese This board I believe is
nearly an ideal one in equipment Mr
Rudy- is out nearly every Peening In
daylight ()ter the streets of the city
in an autotimbite. His pernonal ob-
servation,' will be worth much. The
rd will not have much money this
WEDDING CEREMONY
LEAST CONSEQUENCE
him William
Necislaee and stomas."
and diamond..
Mrs. Almerie. Pagett
sapphires and diamonds.
Harry Payne Whitney's child
Large diamond ring.
De. aad Mrs. SewardrWebb--Rinh
set rublee an di-adfotith.
New York. Jan. 27.--ejlailye Van-
embilt and Count Szechenyi were
married at noon in the presence of
25.0 guests at the Vanderbilt mansion. y
red Man Brought to I. C.Monsignor Lavell oEciated. Police ISA- --r
kept the sightseers on the move. The Hospital for Treatment,
costly display of orchids Was magnifi-
cent,' electric Artificial ligh.u. being
used exclutlively_ The ceremony wan 
the briefest permitted by the church. HIS ESCAPE IS allitACCLOUS
100. The Austrian ambassador, with
the count's relatives, was present.
With his body almost 'covered withAmong the costly jewel gifts for
„braises and cuts caused from fallingCountess 9whenyl are;
_from the deck of his engine whileMrs. Cornelius Vanderlyilt-eLerge
rounding a curve, Roscoe a. Penn,- atiara of solitaire diamonds and cellar
well known Illinois Central fireman,and pendants of solitaire diamonds.
was brought to the railroad hospitalDuctless of Marlborough—Rope
last night helm Cairo. near whichchain of -pearls with peace-mid die place the accident' occurred early yes-mond tassels.
terday morning. _Mr, and Moe-Reginald C. Veneer-
Fireman Peon and Engineer Ern-biR—Long diamond chain.
eat Bean were in charge of the engine
-°311r--alld- Mrs- -Fre4riik W 'Van' set. partseniter-traln NO 4-3,- which leftde Ite-Necklace of pearls and dia• Cairo yesterday+ morning for -Paducah,moo
and after the bridge had been crossedMr. an Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr. the fireman went back on the deck of
—Ring witharge marquise diamond, the engine to break some large lumps
Mrs. HarryNPayne Whitney—Stone of octal. While standing near the edge
*cher of sesphireoand diamonds, he lost his balance, when a shamP
FIREMAN FALLS At
FRO HIS ENGINIV
---WILL' RECOVER
Engineer Does Not Ming Him
Until Block is Passed and
Sends tor Relief.
utiles Sloane— curve was reached, and fell down on
of ttlecinolite- the rock ballast.
Enginee Bean, who was alone In
dant of his cab, while the fireman went back
to break the coal, was forced to keep
— e lookout ohead and -did not miss his
, fireman_ until the. block station this
side  of the bridge was reecho& After
block had been pigged he could
not ack up his engine to get the
*alai d mat _so the operator. Who
was ne/ieed, went to his Resistance
BY COLD WEATHER, 
and summened- medical aid from
Cairo, which\ was nest out on a
switch engine ̀ and the fireman was
Cold -weather had a stimulatink carried back-to 4tjoilro. Last night he
effect on the produce trade about the had recovered sulitiVtly to be re-
market. Dressed poultry, sold at a moved to the !potent& ere. The pity.-
Premium last_ week, and -because the sicians at the hospital lwinsider it el-
offerings were not large the Market most a miracle that be wile not killed
or more seriously iajared.\ Ttiongh
no bones were brokes, It is ted
that six Or eight Weeks Will
before he will be able to remineseis
run. Mr. Penn was only socentle
street. 
. He lives at 1309 Jefferson
WARM IS AFFECTED
was steady. Dealers found difficulty
in securieg fowls. Receipts and sales
of live poultry ,was also good,
The egg market took a drop. and
Saturday eggs could be bought for 20
cents a dozen. but this morning owing
to the scarcity of dealers they popped
year. end 'not be able to show west itp to 25 cents. If the cold spell con-
the members can do with extensive Unties -for any length of time the
enterprises: but they will have every supply decreeseand the price wi;:
opportunity to show how far they can boosted by dealers,
make a dollar go and firing beck re- Oranges are seeing
(00atInesdi oa Page Fear.)
, CHRIS C. PIII.LER ILL
••••••••mmomm•
Informetion has been received by
relative* In Padtieah *at Chris C.
Miller. -the well known traveling
mhoman in this district for the W.
14 Ikeititaft Hsrdware company,- is
critically Ill of pneumonia at els home.
at Parsee's Tenn, ,Mr. Miller is one
of the best known traveling men In
this territory. He wait formerly con-
nected with the George 0. Hart ma-
vens. here and has many relatives in
Paducah)
Johnson lidel May Reenver.
Lone Oak. Jan. 27, -(Special
The six-months-old daughter if Mr
and Mrs. Charles Johnson, of near
Mesa, wbd was badly burned•Friday
by falling into the fire peter. Is rest-
ing well today. it is thought the
yield did not Inhale the flames.
BLACKLIST LAW
KNOCKED OUT BY
SUPREME COURT
Washington, Jan 27 -The Erdman
stet. prohibiting loitered,. engaged In
d
interstate commerce from distriminat-
Ing &menet employes because of mem-
berAhlp In labor or/AM:aeons, was
Ii roe 11 ',ens ri tattoos' by the
United States supreme court today.
board -of- aldermen tonight.
With reference to the street inspec-
tor, Mayor- /Smelt -would- mit
whom he favors,."That is a Matter;
that rests entirely` with the board," he
said, "and I shall leave it to their
Judgment. If they ask me Whom I
prefer. I shall tell them. of course.
but my word will go no furtrher than
a recommendation.-
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott
steads ready to continue his present
empioyment. It Is understood, and
Jeff Reed la an active aspirant far the
job, with probably a good. chance to
land it.
Budget.
The Ordinance committee met this
morning and prepared the budget or-
demises* and the ordinance providing
f fire exits and exhaust fens for
-tog pltture shows, and for the In-
spection by the cheeriest inspector.
The DMA of onincilnwn will meet to
consider the ordinances and the re-
port of the mayor and finance commit
tee, and then the board of aldermen
will takelhern up. •
Mayor Smith called the ineeting to
night as he and City Solicitor Camp-
bell eel leave tomorrow for Frank-
furt to attend the meeting of - mayors
ALM policitort. of second class cities
Wednesdity at the Capitol hotel
mfiam.0.111
Mr. L. leaner went to Nashville
today to reociitoure treatment for his
WEIATIMBIL
Pair towaglit Med
dirt ohea
fancy oranges may be secured at •1
These nominations will te to the cent apiece by the orate. The crop
of oranges was large and the Jobbers
have a big supply on hand, but the
domend Is anything but steady. Some
jobbat' are out' of rotten size') and
the price on these has been eteeated
somewhat. -
The demand for potatoes has not
had an abatement, and the demur_d
for cabbage and other green stuff bas
been good.
CHILDREN DIE
The one-day -old twins of Mr. and
Mrs. IM. B. Keeling, of Tenneseet
streee*died last night. Their bodies
were taken to Mayfield this afternoon,
and the funeral and burial will be
held tomorrow.
Ed White.
Ed Whit's, the 12-year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Herm Whites of -Boaz
Station, died yesterday of appendi-
citis. The funeral and burial will be
held tomorrow with butte) at the
Boascemetery.
RURAL CARRIERS
SHOULD NOT HAVE
TO HUNT PENNIES
Instructions were receivete today
by the local pontofike from Washing-
ton regarding the .ineetice ef patrons
of the rural routes, of peering lobe
coins In their boxes each time they
desire to dispatch letters, instead of
supplying themielves with postege
stamps In advance of their needs'.
This prsctIce imposes undue hard'
Alp on the opral route carriers In re-
moving the coin from the boxes, and
delays them in the service to the pat-
rons. The department requires that
the patrons of the rural rotitee leo
vide themselves and keep on hand a
wriptily of stamps consistent with their
needs. If necessary to pet money In
the bores it is recommended that the
cotes be enclosed in • email detacha-
ble oup of tin, wood or iron instead
of -having tbe carrier scramble over
the box to pick up the coin.. The
Tlifeddiki• Wormer jeamp. Will be placed in the cur and
111 be his ham lam 4
DRAWS MOLAR
ON 110TORIMI 011
JACKSON ST. UN
Refusing to pay his street car fare,
an unknown negro drew a revolver
when Motorman Emmet Johnson went
to put him off a Jackson street ear,
yesterday afternoon about 1:3r0
o'clock. The unknown left a grocery
it Ninth and Washington streets, and
hailed the car. For several weeks
there has been no cenduotor on the
line, and after a ride of several
squares Johnson requested the passen-
ger to put his fare in the box.
The man refused, and when John-
son asked him again, he became impu-
dent and cursed Johnson, who stopped
his car and took his motor key off.
The passenger saw Johnson coming.
and whipped out a revolver, but
backed to the rear platform, and
elosed the door between them
ale jumped off the car at Twelfth
and4orkson,streets, and the last seen
of him he was going down the hollow
at the end of Jackson street. The
fellow was of rneilluni build, and
wore a large white hat. He appeared
to be drinking. The police Are alter
him.
CHARLES TURNER TO
BE RAISED AT ONCE
Work started today putting the
towboat Charles Turner into the river.
She sank early last *outlay morning'
The !Too has-fallen so rapidly that
the water is-out of the engine roOln.
and It is found that her machinery
Is damaged little. The hell wee pump-
ed out thisenorning, and the work of
lifting the boat with jacks begen
this afternoon. Skidsewill be placed
under her trull, and made silek with
grows: and thee a line will lie tied to
another boat. It is expected the
Turner will slide 'nto the river The
boat Is In a good position for return-
ing Into the water. The greatest
difficulty of relaunching the boat will
h.. raising her, as site is • well built
towboat, and a heavy.
Ahnut ten feet of the geards of the
boat were broken off when the Turn-
er wank. by striking • barge, whet
was tied to her side. All the coal on
ithe Turner has been reinnvid and the
Nett has been made as light as 
posse
ble.
County Tax Rate Will be Reduced
About Three Cents is Opinion of
Members of Board of Supervisors.
FIRE AT PORTLAND
BURNS MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS WORTH
Portland, Me,, Jan: 27.—A million
dollars' damage done by fire, which
swept the business district today, and
cities sent fire fighters with apparatus.
Fire began, last night In Milliken,
Cousens -Se company's big dry goods
house, The building was destroreil
and the flames spread, destroying a
whole block. Then they jumped
across the etreet. The cause is un-
known. Falling - wails endangered
firemen.
Standard 011 Flee.
Baltimore, Jan. 27.—Fire Is rag-
ing in the Standard Oil tanks in the
solitheastern suburbs. Thousands of
gallons of oil are consumed by the
flames, which threaten to spread to
the refinery. One Man was killed.
TORPEDO FLEET
RECEIVED WITH
GREAT ACCLAIM
kenos Aferes. Jan. 27.—Attended
by a division of Argentine torpeao
boats, the American torpedo boat flo-
tilla, will& left Rio Janeiro January
21, entered the port of Buenos AYees.
The-arriral was witnessed by a great
crowd of spectators. A few minutes
later.Contenander Moreno, of the min-
istry marine, went aboard the White
Pie and weloomed the Americas ()fa-
cers in belief of the Argentine repub-
lic. The Americans were met by the
Argentine flotilla at Flores Island.
Every boat in the American flotilla
is in excellent condition and made the
*matte here without a 'single hitch.
Ttle boats will remain here until
Thu ay morning when they will
steam or Sandy Point In the Magel-
lan Str , to join , the battleship
fleet.'
Kept Parse.
Miss Rena rland dropped her
urse on a Broadway. street car yes-
terday and an unknoWn negro picked
it UP. He was asked hy lie 4W not
rettirn the purse, and t. replied he
would if asked for it. qon after-
wards he left the ear and kept the
purse, which contained seve dol-
lars.
••••••
JAILER BROWN ROBBED -
BY THE (X)Al. THIEVES.
Coal thieves do not respect Cire
Jailer wsge Brown more than an et-
dinary stivialan when It comes to steal-
ing coal. This moring Jailer Brown
found the coal house door open, and
peeping in he saw 31 hole where about
15 bushels' of goal had been taken.
If the police catch the thief Jailer
Brown will give him quarters in the
city jail, where he will not have to
steal coal to keep warm.
visors have been gradually raising the
valuation while the tax rate has been
lowered in proportion. Th-is brings
&bout the desired result, without an-
tagonising the state interests. The
state board of equalisation will figure
that it needs so touch -money and un-
less our valuation is sufficient to
bring it with the tex rate Axed by the
their -talugloas the valua-
tion; that's all theneis to it. -Again
to raise the valuation makes it hard
on IMO property holders, while the
wet-tax-rite-helps -them, and they'
must be-considered as well as the
large holders of real estate."
The board of supervisors expect to
finish their work of going over the
assessor's books within two weeks
and will then adjourn for ten days to
give the sheriff and his deputies a
hence to serve notices on those
e assessments have been raised.
ng from the number of notices
that have already been filled out in
the office of the county clerk and the
number of blanks that are aralla'ble,
a uniform raise, rather than a reduc-
tion has been made, but in every in-
stance those Whose assessment has
been raised will be given an oppor-
tunity to be heard and gtve reason
if any, why such raises should not be
made.
NIGHT RIDERS WHIP CHRISTati CO.
MAN FOR "DUMPING" PLEDGED TOBACCO
About Seventy five Ride Away
Toward Town of Era Satur-
day Night After Warning
Planter.
Hopkinsville, Ky.,' Jan. 27, (Spee
-eial.)—Nigit riders- fitlded 'the north-
ern petition of (*Tidbit county Bat-
ttrtlity night They cut telephotos
wires god did other damage Press
Rodgers, a farmer, accused of twills*
pledged tobacco to the trust, was
whipped after his.bouse had been
riddled with, bullets. -He narrowly
escaped being shot. The main body
moved in the direction of era There
were 76 in the party, all heavily
masked.
General Johnston Despairs.
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 27. (Special.)
-In an loterview here today Adjutant
General Johnston says the only way to
prevent depredations and night rider**
raids Is for the legislature to pass a
law, transferring the trial of cases to
distant counties and the 'overate' ap-
polut the court officers. He says, local
ilidgeoces are too strong to Ovor•-•e•
..6 • .. -1
'
cure convictions in counties where
raids occur,
THAW ON TRIAL
New" York, Jan. 27 --De Charles
F. BIngaman. the Thaw family physi-
cian, the first witness In the.-Thaw
trial today, testified that Thaw, as a
child suffered extremely from nervous
trouble. In 11103 Thaw suffered from
melancholia and was under treat-
ment A month.
De Sidney Wells, of London. toast-
ed Thaw, acrording to his testimony.
n 1,499 when the defendant was in a
nervous condition. Witness diagnosed
his ;Ailment as a mental disturbance of
some kind. fie called twice to see
Thaw In the-Claridge hotel.
The defense completed all direct
evidence In the Thaw trial at 1 o'clock
and at 2:30 the reading of the hypo-
thetical question to three experts was
begun by LIttletos.
Grain Market.
Policy of Last Five Years of
Gradually Increasing As-
sessment and Reducing Levy
Will be Adhered to.
•
While the county board of tax
su,pervisors have not officially acted
upop a petition Sipped by About 20
large property owners, presented
them Saturday afternoon, asking that
-AeltefilEdst
state and county purposes be reduced
a uniform 10 per cent, all the mem-
bers. seen this morning expressed
themselves as being opposed to such
a reduction in the valuation, tiering
that it would undoubtedly mean that
the state board of equalisation would
put the assessment bank and likely'
add on an additional 10 per cent.
All the members, who have ex-
pressed thmselves In the matter agree
that it would .be folly to force a reduc-
tion in the valutiou, but that the way
to get at the matter Is to raise the
valuation and lower the tax assess-
ment. This has been the manner of
procedure for five or six years, and as
a result the tax rate for state and
county purposes has been lowered
from $1.32 to $1.5, while the mem-
bers of the fiscal court have assured
the supervisors that with a reason
able valuation the tax rate will be
lowered two or three cents on the
k 1 0-0 worth of taxable property,
bringing the county, and state suisess-
meat for 1908 1041-22.
'"To accede to the request of the
petitioners and make a enkflornasee-
euction of 10 per cent in the valua-
tion of the assesseble property 'would
mean that We wcruld send our books
to Frankfort with a total of one mil-
lion dollars less than last year, and
woujci; cause McCracken county's Charles Wyatt, :13 year, old, a P0P-t
te
valuation to be raised about 20 per ular young man, residing near, Keel',
nt or 10 per cent more than it 
or 
died at his home last night. Besides
his mother, he leaves the following
of the most prominent members
really ought to be," was the way one
ss :
the past five years the county. super-
sisters: Mrs. Dan Turner, Mrs. H.
the board expressed himself. "Pot WhIPPle. Mi yy,-. Wyattend the 
fel-
lowing brotherss Ed Wyatt and H. A.
Wyatt. The funeral was held this
afternoon and the burial took piece ,
at Mt. Pleasant cemetery.
TIMES CHANGE AND
FRIENDS CHANGE
WITH CONDITIONS
Jones, of Arkansas, Was tor
Bryan. But Jones of Wall
St. New York is Not.
Tells the Peerless One He
Should Get,Off Track. ,
AND MR. BRYAN REBUFFS HIM
•
Washington, Jan 27.—Ex-Senator
James K. Jones, former chairman of
the Democratic national committee,
and at one time an enthusiastic sup-
porter of William Jennings Bryan,
called upon Mr. Bryan in his rooms at
the Willard hotel this morning as the
agent and spokesman of the coterie
of anti-Bryan Democrats. He frankly
and brusquely told eir.eieryan that he
should withdraw from the race for the
nomination, and Bryonai answer was
and unequivocal and unqualified re-
fusel to take any stub :lietkon• The
en parted stiffly and Janes reported
to his astociates that Bryan could not
be induced to change his atitude, that
his nomination wets practically- assured
and that other methods than appeals
to the candidate himself would have
to be taken to prevent his nomination.
Senator Jones acted as spokesman
for William F. Sheehan, geprespeatina
the Ryan-Belmont intereste; eirfleas-
tor George Gray; of. DelaWasileelle;
tor James Smitb Mesa New  
George B MoCleRan-HarVey, eh* rep-
resented a clique of Wall ablitiat ilateer
este, Perry Belmont sad adhera-
•
CHARLES WYATT
—
HRS. M. J. spun I
1
Mrs. M. J. SuielUi died Ms mess-
ing at 2:29 o'clock at tb• /hams off
Jones street. Mee. Smith was
years old and had been ill of
She leaves the following children:
Mrs. William Buddeth,-Mn. J. 4.
Clarks Mrs. Joseph Steavson, of Nash-
ville; Mrs. James Harvey, of Leader.
The-funeral and burial took, place
this afternoon at the Lewes cemetery.
NO BALLOT TAKEN
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 27.—(fipe-
cia1.)-0wing to the kbeettce of a
quorum in the joint session, caused
'by Repoblicane and anti-Beckharattes
leaving the ball owing to their fear
that Beek'hirm would be elected, no
ballot was taken today. There was
great excitement in both houses just
prior to .the joint session. Owing to
the absentees it looked like Beckham
wnld win. The Bradley men suc-
ceeded in getting enough out of the
hall to prevent any balloting. Mc-
Knight and Campbell refused to leave
the session, but McKnight did not
answer to his name at roll call. The
senate passed a -bill to do away with
registration in cities of the fifth and
sixth classes.
JEROPIE TOO VIGOROUS
New York, Jan. 27.—Judge Rosa!-
ski today denied Jerome's motion to
punish Paul D. Cravetb, an attornee
for criminal meteoritt in refusing to
answer questions concerning his busi-
ness relations with Thomas F. R -an.
before the grand jury, which investi-
gated the traction affairs. The judge
criticised Jerome'. manner of con-
ducting the investigation. He woven
what he termed Illegal presentation
of evidence.
BASKET FACTORY IS
TO BE SOLD MAIL 5
Tile long-look for order of sale of
the property of the Mergenthaler-
Holton Basket company was received
from Federal Judge Evans by the
United States clerk this months'', and
pursuant to the authority vested In
the order Mr. VI. P. linternwsd, the re-
(-elver of the company, set Marsh 5
as the deo, of the sale The property
has been appraised at $1110,e00, but
under tfie order of the court three sp-
lp
: . Louis, Jae. re--wheat; $ee,' ; wiener ag' will be gelated to reap-
,, 68; Oats, 41%, raise the property.
-944. 7t: - - - es
CoNehILVEL PRoole
a. ,
a
6
.•
 he
KENTUCKY
WEDNESDAY 29JANUARY . . . . . .
H H. FRAZEE'S
Piquant Musical Mixture
ISLE OF SPICE
50 AP emo pelrei c agrilie a uotsyt ICyhGoirrul s 50
NEW YORK CAST:
John N1-yl1e. -Harry Watson Edwin Lang
Harry Williams- Sam Rose Chas. Purcell
Loretta Conve Roberta Wilson NI attic Martz
20 Whistling Song Hits and Unique
Dances.
FAMOUS FOR MUSIC, FUN and BEAUTY
150 nights in New York. 250 nights in Chicago.
150 nights in Boston.
Produced on the same scale as in New
York, Boston, Chicago and
other large cities.
PRICPS
Orehestri,first Seven rows   1.50
Balance $1.00.
75c and 50c
.. —  .25C-ifid 35c
Seats Now on-Sale.
Besklents of Padoesh tamest Doubt
it hat Has Ilke•11 Twee Preted.
In gratitude for complete 'relief
trout aches and pains of bad backs—
from distressing kidney ills—thou-
ds have publicly recommended
Hoan's Kidnes Pills. Residents of
Paducah, who so testified years IMO.
flew say their cures were permanent.
This testimony doubly Proves the
worth of Doan's Kidney Pills to Padu-
cah kidney sufferers.
J. A. Houser, 809 Tennessee ave-
nue, Paducah, KY. says: -When I
gave a statement for publication In
he year 19.0.0 telling of the great
benefit I had received through the use
of Den's Kidney Pills which I had
procured at DuBois Son & Co 's drug
store, it was absolutely true as I had
been a sufferer from backache and
kidney trouble all my life, and they
greatly relieved me. Now after a
lapse of almost seven years. I ant
very glad to confirm that statement
and to again recommend Doan' Kid-
ney Pills to all kidney sufferers as a
quick and reliable remedy."
For sale by all *de-lifers. Price 5.0
cents. Foster-Milborn Co.. Buffalo,
New York, sole agent, for the United
States,
Remember the name—Doane—
and take no other.. _ • -
Saviag His Conetry.
'ISoble Mugs tea a mec-ste..smalt
Mature, and the story goes that at the
beginning of the Civil war, when he
sought to enlist as a soldier, he was
found to fall several inches short of
the minimum height required by army
regulations, and was ordered to step ,
als.de by the recruiting officer. 31r_
Prentis did so reluctanly,, muttering.
as he went: "I suppose I'll have to
let my country go to hell because I'm
_f_not_elgitt feet tall."
The recruiting officer overheard the
remark and called him back, saying:
"Young man, you'll do," atid Preutis
was enlisted and mustered into the
service.—Kassas City Times.
Men will be honest with one an-
other *hen they' are honest with
thelitaelVelt
Give Us a Share of
Your
INSURANCE.,
E. J. PAXTON &LILLARD SANDERS
Phone 158. Phone 763
All-Kinds of Insurance
The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed Carriages
when I serve yo u We
give.promt personal at-
tention at all times.
tIARRY ANDERSON; PHONE 915
We Use the King of All
Bosom ironer s.-..Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough
Second—The button holes or stud holes Match.
Third--Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
sad without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, sad
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending tie your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
FOOTBALL RULES.
CHANGED BY LIONDITTTEE AT
NEW vont: mitirrisG.
Foreard Paso In Affected By New
Plata to Play— Length of
I mermissiost.
New York. Jan. 27 —Important
changes in the rule governing the for-
ward pass play, which will prove of
advantage to weaker teams, were
made by the intercollegiate football
rubes committee. which concluded its
session here.
The new rule on the forward pass
covers particularly the illegal touch-
ing oT the ball. When the bell is il-
• lauched the aide making the
illegal playloses  the ball to its gp-
ponents on the spot from which the
past was made. -_ According to the flew
rule only the man of the passerie_aide
who first-legally-tootehed the ball may
thereafter recover it until it has been
touched by an opponent. If the for
ward pass Is Legally touched and then
Ilse and is then touched by another
player of the passers' side. the ball
Went to the eMelitents at the, spot
where touched.
The commission considered the
queition of dAlcrusive. tactics hi con-
nection with the forward pass, and h
was decided that.' while the for7.erd
pass is in the air tbe players of the
defensive side may not use their hands
or arms on their opponents except
Push them out of the way to get St
the ball. In order to eliminate holds
ing, it is provided that the players ad
the side making the forward peas.
who are eligible to receive the pais.
May use their heads and arms thc
sane nay en•WTOyed 1)" IRITers run-
ning down under a kick.
lateresismion bemitisesed.
Ae.leow male was peeped making the
intermission between the halves of
the game fifteen mioutes. A delay o1.
two minutes beyond that time gives
the ball to the team on the field. This
eleven may then plane the ball oh the
30-yard line of the offending side.
Another rule adopted provides that
all penalties, except in the ease of a
man disqualified. may be declined by
the qffended scle In the future the
ffeld judge will act as timer instead
of the linesmen.
After voting that the cereral board
of officials co-operate with similar
boards :n the west and south, the corn
mittee adjourned. James A. Babbitt,
of Haverford, was re-elected chair-
man of the board.
NO DRINKERS ALLOWED
ON HALTLMORE & 0U10.
Baltimore Md., Jan. 2,7 - It i• offi-
cially announced that hereafter-em-
ployes of the Hattlniore & Ohio rail-
road havingetnything to do with the
direction or running of trains will not
be permitted to use intaikante at a
time, and tic person using such bever-
age will be employed.. A genera,
notice to this erect was sent out by
George It. Potter, third trice-preal;
dem and head„et the operating de.
Partment.
The Backer—Go R. Billy; yer
3.111 half licked-PA!
The Feffiter—Well, you mese ens
lye' the other 'arr. I ain't greedy'
London. Oein
BAND DATERS
Are of treat
Coesequence
Ily the turn of a band you
have the correct date be 1912.
Thp emit Is small end ths
time saved. is no comparie0n..
The MINN Shine Werke
13 t. AN St limn IR
r.
RUIN LURKS IN
SNELL LETTERS $le p
Sleep IB nature's Ye-
building period, when the
Weis of Discretion Writers energy used by the Main,
of Ardent Notes. '.rnuseles and organs is re-
newed. If yoti  lose sleep,
your sisteui is robbed iof
the strengtk sleep shoiald
give. Continued loss of
sleep inurtiplies this loss
mail you become a phys-
ical wreck. Dr. Miles'
Nervine quiets the irri-
tated nerves and brings
refreshing, invigorating
sleep. Nervine contains
no opiates, and therefor
leaves no bad after-effects.
stridence Likely ie Wreck lore Than
(Me Bonne inn' Break Many
Warta.
ALL IN PEAR OF EXPOStItE
Ctinton, Ill., Jan. 27.—DeWitt
county is awaiting with mixed feel-
in(' of _apprehension and exultation
the reopening of- the famous Colonel
"Tom" Snell case men Monday be-
fore Judge Cochran. There la a feel-
Ow of apprehension on the part of
women whose names have not. yet
come into the case but whoofear that
among the. letters left by the eccentric
'1010one-ire there may be some w-blich
will -disclose the fact that they looked
at fortune with mercenary
ey-eis—ffftFlf119Wed-ree-daeiesa
millions; white he danglett-aftemthetn,
an aged puppet lover.
Two hundred and fifty letters from
various women will be offered in evi-
dence by the attorneys representing
Richard Snell, the disinherited soil,
when the carve Is called, aud these let-
ters, if they are achnitted as lividenre.
will cause heartaches and the break-
ing of family ties in many homes
where today perfect eonfideire reigns
Meat for Gasometers.
This is a couuty of Muds sad Pri-
vate quarrels many of which have
estranged the leading familltes in this
part of the state, and if salacious gos-
sip touches the names of many wo-
men each victim of her Indiscretion
will have a host of enemies who will
rejoice at her downfall.
Some of these letters hark back to
the schoolgirl days of reepecteble
matrons, who have daughters of their
own who ate being introduced hrto
society, and at whom the finger of
suspicion has never Pegnied. &Them
hark back to the tomb, Beer writers
itav-i-sg km* ••••••-e-peetted-te--otertree--
-est. It is not considered possible
that all____of_ilime__Ietters. will be ad-
mitted as evidence by Judge Cothran
and even It they are strong attempts
will be made to keep them away from
the public eye. It Is known that the
court is strong1). opposed to the drag-
ging of women's names into the mire
unless the letters written by them
are necessary, in proving that the al'.
year-old Cliutotl millionaire was in-
ane_
Two Women Knows.
"For over two years I suffered un-
told ironies: my friends thought I
wee gning cruelly. eguld not skip
no; rest at all. I tried different doztor find s. but failed to relief
hes/ would ache all the time. I Wadlike one drunk. could not concentrate
my mind and wag" so metiers" sod
rierri.d that steer wee wit er tbjquestion Aft ter a nking or,, bottle
rlir Miles' NwrvIn• I Pat weinderfulli
Changed. I age now on my third bot-
tle Anti PM gaining an the time. I
. can He emernissiesime bite .tit mad.
bnd able to do my Work.
WRS. MAT SCOTT. lIngtIsh. Ind.
Attorney', who are working to have
'be will—which disposes of an estate
if MOTO than $2.000.040.—set aside.
'sellers that they will have little difil-
inky in securing the admission of let-
ter, written by ;Mabel Spell Mc-
.* mare,. a grandniece of the aged
who bow Nees in Kansas
City. nee also hope to. have intro-
'treed letters written to Col. Snell by
re. Laura TiatinTion, wife of Rev. 'E.
&-. Hamilton. of Newtnan a
ble(liodist minister who resided for
several years in C/Inton, and also let.-
era by the minister Dhileelf.
The letters written by these Ironic!)
:lye good ground for the belief that
there were many persons who knew
if the aped Lotharkee weakness, and
that the - pampered it. and in that
way drew large sums of money from
111 man who was noted throexhout the
Sate for being tight-fisted and a
irtrer of a shrewd, hard barrafn
From the few scraps of liters which
have already been (made puttee It has
developed that some women who
played for ie Snell, millions had no
sernpies abotit placing their own good
names In Jeopardy, and that in play-
ing the game greed led them to use
their 3oung daughters at. bait to be-
fool the old man with the idea that
these girls loved him.
SECOND CHOICE
AFT'S POOMON IN TING %BD TO
NEW YORK DELEGATION,
Rim wetter meitman Views. 'Stliation
mIn Epire Notate—Taft Do...mil
Need Them.
Chicago'. jan.,27.—For Hughes as
first and Taft as necond, choice for
president is pretty sure to be the at-
.:tude of the Nee York deleg,ation at
'he national reinvention next June.
•i&ye Walter Wellman In a dlepatch to
'he Record-Herald.
Governor Hughes may be given the
full vote of the state on the first bal
ot for tactical reasons, but the Taft
reogle can have from one-quarter to
.ine-third, possibly one-balf of the
-empty-eight %We. from New York
whenever thev need them.
They say thee will never need
.hem: that without a vote from this
state Taft will be somin•ted on the
first ballot, and that }It Is "good poli-
ties ' remembering the Weis of No-
vember, for the friends of the admin-
istration and of raft to ni141) p004
tortes with the Rushee following.
'flue druggist mei De. Miles' Nene-
•itcl we authorize hint te return
price of Milt bottle (only) If It falls
to beriffit yOu
Miles Medical Co.. Elkhart, Ind
TO ARE
('Al'?. J. E. SULLIVA-N• OF Misi-
is APPOINTED.
Septum' • of the Rev. G. T. thalltvaa
Named, By President Roosevelt
es Pince.
Washington, .1i. 27.—At the earn
eat request of Senator liel..aurist and
'Representative Byrd, twee". called at
the White House, President
Roosevelt reappoluteLJ. I. Sullivan,
of- Meridiem.. 1111111., NeeeltetitteMatry.- Wili
the United States army. Capt. illette  
van, who belongs to the Mississippi  
Wean& guard, was appointed to a
lieutenaney sonic time ago, but illness
prevented his taking the imamate
physical examination before .the
,piratios of the cow on, hetIce_his
,reappointment today..
Capt. Sullivan is a eaters. of Madi-
son county. Teen., aad a nephew of
the Rev. G. T. Sullivan. of Paducah
K.
10 CURE A 4:01.0 IN ONE DAY.
Take LAXATIVE PROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
It falls to mace. Z. W. GROVE'S
signature Is on sate box. 25e.
111611JCAL NOTES
15416,1114"1—eibibeibet
Tuesday Night — 'The Woman*.
(lab.
Wednesday Night---i•The Isle of
Friday Niglot—Hiss. (suer.
11. C. Whituev's company will be
to 'u at The Kentueley Wednesday
.•,,•ning, January 29. in the musical
extravaganza, "Isle of Spice." This
produt t son conies cornparativelY
known to a great many theater'goer•
through this section of the country
It is said this extravaganza treated
a sensation in Chicago, where It ran
ej, je weeks It was then producet
Carmen
COM/RION POI/DER
ie the ideal powder,
particularly for bru-
nettes. It has a deli-
cate color and a
grateful smoothness
which is all its own.
The best evidence
of its superiority lies
in the fact that those
who have once tried
it always continue
to use is.
51c Packages
ONLY AT
filbert's Drug Store
4th and Broadway
in Boston, where it delighted music
loving audiences 14 weeks and thence
to New York city', at. the Majestic
theater, In which elacelt quickly es-
tarelished 'melt as a prime favorite
among the metropolitan theater,-
suers for a number of mouths
là ilieezlblolf Mrs. Lealle-Carthr as
the greatest _metres* of our time,
mitIra do so with a reason bthind it.
For the making ef a great artveia
there are various requisites: but
11141111Y- tenigerament personality
getresalems- -6e-;;41beise-. tatepagantem,
would probably be given lint Place.
for without it eouvIrtIon is ever
airsent. net Is the most essential
thing of aft. The ability to live a
role and reach over ithe footlights
and have the ateAltor feel it with you.
This is the real acting diraseociated
from mere make-believe. And -when
yell add to. Mrs. Carter's wonderful
temperament, an -enthralling person-
ality_ and a talent ter acting which_
can only be likened to Sarah Bern-
hardt's. its a role at her best, and it
Is in this great play that sht will be
seen at The Kentucky Fritts>. Jan-
uary 31.
Nuaning Molheas and Malimia.
The Old Standlird GROVE'S TASTE-
LESS CHILL TONIC drivels 'out ma-
laria and builds up the system. For
grown people and children, 5110.
"Speak to me." Mr pleaded, and
looked irito hie deep brown e)e,..
-Speak to me," she repeated, and
stroked his soft curly hair. And tilts
he could not re.i.t. -Bow-wos." lie
said. —Princeton Review.
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PLENTY OF MONEY
SAVED WHEN YOU
BUY COAL OP
0.. 11JtISSET MOO.,
•
• PSOILEB-••••
• •
••••••••••••••••
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Wednesday ISLE OF SPICE
Peer of All 4eakal Comedies
January - -
Primes: Orchestra, first
7 rows, $1.5e. balance.
$1.00; baleen,. 75,e and
_50e; gaiter-v. 2e and 7.7.r.
Sale opens Monday 9 a re.
•
Famous foe Meek, Fen end Beauty
SO Whistlieg boss( Hits mid Unique
Dances.
Everybody %%hetes "Pew Brady."
Step on board at the Kentucky thea-
ter and take a three how' sail to the
Isle of trth, Music. Pretty Girls and
Genuine Fun. The meorrieet tale ye*
ever saw. the Jolliest peopte on earth.
Orgatnisetlem of fi.1 People.
Friday
January
111
Priors: (serie-o•tra--First
12 roes. 102.0o; balance,
•1.5.111. Halo les••••—:$
$1-00: balance, 75c. Gal-
lery—firnerved. rude
••pris. "%flurry 1.4%.
0
grrst ruls,••••••
lurk.
Mrs. Leslie Carter
($1.1 ••11 \U. •••••••
DU BARRY
Ily lies helms..
%Ire ('art.•r a ill mii•imenr in Hie
preductlee tees .1,.• u....1 duriere tier
itii• Ida) in Nrw
t.
•
II
•
•
9
The Old Reliable
The St. Bernard Coal Co.
I ererpur•Ira
Still Lower
Prices on Coal
St. Bernard is the Best Coal
in the City.
Nut is now . • • • . 13c
Lump is now . . 14c
Anthracite and Coke
Prompt Delivery, Weights
Guaranteed.
J. T. BISHOP, Manager
Both Phones 75. 123 N. First St.
•
Both Phones 200. 120 North North St.
The average ggialgb woman is two
emeneemplumumaseasee- tin eh" thaa the Attletirlin•
Either Those No, TT.
e
The Kentucky
Moving Pictures
A Flood of Song
Direction M. J. FAR NBAKER
Saturday, February 1
Afternoon and Evening.
220 to 5:30 and 7:30 to 10:30
GRAN TRIPE" BILL---3 GREAT PICTURES
fland Colored—Rich Comedy---Topical
A Feast of Song= 11■In IMOD3 Vocal Numbers= 3MIMI IMODINIOI
Illustrated Selection---"Fanella," and two great selections from the Viennese operetta, "The Merry
Widow." The colossal musical sensation of two continents, "Vilia" add "Women.1 1
5---ADIVIISSIONm5c
Pianist, Miss Mayme Stanley; Violinist, Mr. Clifford ReddicITElectrician'arid Operator. Mr. Herman W- Niedatadt;
Master of Effccts, Mr. Maurice-Lydon.
Vocalists 3 3- Vocalists
'VISITORS t' DWI 
$IX HUNDRED 
RAILROADS CONSIDER
OVER 
• e itemson for ileettert. • .es.-lree 1.•
01
3.
'
•
tt
able An'tratge of Iiirminifttioni
During Dr.' Burette's recent stay
ln Hz mingtam, Ala., it is eetienated
that I ighteen thousand. 'steeds talked
with him and eurcbased hie teed
idle., lie 'e as there thirty days.
a e This is  _11.11._:1_111.trag.4_ of six 'hundred  a 
-triw-suerees Ivies so phenomentil
es to cause uulversal comment hoe
I,, the public and, the press. There
miest•ise a rerson ror•this. He's' is
the r. aeon gisee in his own +beards, by
Or. ''Pursley. Mien leterriewed on
the subject, be said: "The imusegse
number of people who are calling
nes here in Birmingham Is not yob-
seal. I have-held the "Name exper-
ience for the past three years where-
ever I have been advertieed. The res.
cess is a simple one. It is because tne
medicine. entrsters- Vegetable Own-
le•htel ceees where others tilt. The
cTornach. kidney's and er are the
1.ellidelletteel_Pfe sad  teery_e_h_yeielan 1 
attrilnees lett per ccut of all skewers
to these organs and Pureley's Vege-
tate.. Compound works dtrectiy on
the otosseseh, elver and kidneys, there.-
fore cleansing the blood of all inspur- 1
• etre. curing -rheumatism. Indigestion,
onsttpa tittn kidney, live- and al1!
bleed redlierve diseases.
itheve great remedy te-feeir on
;ale at eltilessirson's drug store.
Fotorib ate!, Broadway streets. Padu-
eah, Ky . and tsradiertise this great
remedy. In Paducah until February
lethe McPhereon's drug store will sell
a large $1 4141 bottle of the great rent-
.de for ee (anti. or a "full treatment,
e. hence," for $1.00. No One person
allowed to get over 3 bottles at the
above price, and eveir puffierer of the
abose named diseases- arse Wilted to
try the remedy at the advertising
vice. Call at Once.
ems.
Bobby—Sister's got a beau, all
risen! 
,
Tommy"---„Whet makes you think
roe _
Holthe-40he steed to say, --ellotiby,
ece who's calling." when the photee
-ante Now -the runs to it herself In-
stead of 1 ailing me. =Cleveland
leader.
The Evening Swis-10e a week.
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing' •
You Usually _
Want it at Once
THE
Sun Job Rooms
hoe 361-1
,poss all kinds of printing
We have the men who know
how to do your work just as
it should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure With you the
nest time you need any print-
ing—probahly we can save
you some money. We know
we can give you satialacteri
work, and give it to you
promptly.
 eh
WAGE REDUCTIO
Experts Figure $440.000.000
Worth of Equipments idle.
teems/mew costeishving teeneral Cot iii
'11 age t•01 nk• to %feet lleereasted
lateene.
THOUSeNDS AP -MEN ARE IDLE.
%%ether or not it will be possible
to avoid a general reduction in -wagee
has been under dleousklott In several
headquarters of big ratiroad, systeme
this wee*. The question has beeotne
acuTe weh a continued decrease in
earnings  wbich,
with the beginning of the panic And
assumed yesterday • . more serious
Phase with thepresentation of statis-
tics shoeing a remarkable increase Is
the number of idles carg sleet the New
York Conimerelal. Various railroad
representatives expressed the hope
that aayeteneral reduction would be
aeoldiel. 4411 admitted that U was peel The switchnien and other trainmen
force under consideratiog, though few lin -the yards are being "mooched"
expected/any **WHO briskets hell*" [(jilt; Often Row by' w Ise • hobos who.the last day of the Itioelle - always' keeping abreast of the
The 'statistics of idle ears are the ";tinies. know that .4 good inanr rail-
results of as) absolutely accurate cam- eroad men ini the cities are out of
[Illation from offic.al sources. They (work. ant evify "boe that COMPS
skew that a week ago 324.1.000. or 14
percept. of the 2.24s0,11100 freight Cafe
In setvice In thls country were laid
up because of lack of business. By
an odd coincidence the number ofidie
cars Is almost exactly the-Panthers of
cars thee have been  added to the equip
meet of all thetiroads In the last two.
years. At an average price of fle.10.0
apiece, the cars represent an invest-
ment of $320.4ieee.000. To hall them
with average train-toads would. re-
tell-re 15,(0B ot'ttle 5Tee01 toetinue-
.1 general :eduction in saga, said a
promitent railroad official yesterday
"if it can postebly be avoided in jute
t he corn vane
Current reports of earnings, however.
seem eis Take some further ret re nc h -
men t necessary in .a great many
cases,"
Tbe largest Saturday and Sunday
forams that have been worked at the
shejle since the company began reduc-
ing eapenees, were worked yesterday
*and the day before, while this morn-
ing a full forts. lb al: departments
was 'working. The demand for ears
Ise said to be growing greater every
day and it is confidently expected
that the full rx day working week
hilt soon be In vogue again. At pres-
ent the men are getting more than
eve days a week, as a system is used
t e Saturday. and Sunda%
JO r  buted--ausoag-elle
men as tar as possible.
Foteman George Bennett, of the
oar shops. is at work today after
being/laid up with the g,r.p. Frank
Theobald. clerk 'in the master car
buslidees ()Mee. Is also at work, but
has not entirely recovered from at.
' at tack tut grip.
DEATH TOAST
W A DESPONDENT F MIER
DRANK-IN 4' eltliGLIC A(11).
Dramatic leitrance Into Eternity Pie-
. faced $1.  learning All of His 
Mosley in Grade.
Detroit, Miehe Jan. 27.—"Here's
to my life," was the toast of death
drunk .in.carbo:ic at-id by Henry II
Knauss. a farmer, who lived nine
miles west of Mason, Mich. Knauss
prefaced 'this drernat,c entrance trite
eternity .by- throwing $100 in bills
Into an open grate. where he watched
It until it was destroyed. Whatever
regrets he may have had over his life
did not weigh leery long on his. mindee-
eve, in the country, so that railroad
statistleians estlInated that $124),-
()4)0,000 invested in locomotives was
Idle also. The total of idle railroad
equipment they accordingly estimated
as- representing an investment. or
14 441.000 elese.
Thousands upon thousands of men,
of caurse,esee idle bemuse the loco-
motives and cars are idle. The fixed
charges-on the investments and a, mei.
tRude of other expetetee on keeount of
the' equipment remain. The savings
in wages socerding do, not conpens-
ate for the loss in Income.
The member of idle ears on the _dete
of the report was much greater than
any previous day since the begin-
Ling of the psnlc. On Oct. 3'0 there
was a shortage of about retie° cies,
; the demand then, eieceeding the Rep-
I' ply. Since that time the demandrhas
steadily lessened. A year ago there
was the greatest difficulty in 'securing
ars at every important trading point
n the United Stajes. Every railroad
us stem is the country has already re-
duced - Ifs wage 'account. but Bee re-
ductions have not yet brought the
aggregate amount paid for labor down
to what was paid before, the wage
wales of 1907 went into effect. Up
to the present the reteuctions-- have
been made almost entirely by -Wing
off men and by reducing the hours to
employee:ea. The New York Central,
for Instance, laid. off enough trail, •
week or 10 ago to bring about a sae-
trig ot (2,541.0e1) In the course Of
year. -The Central bad Preelouely
laid off a large number of employes,
but the entire luring does act equal
the V1,004.000 or $9,04110:000 which
the Central paid out last year In in-
creases of wages. The case Is the
same with the Peunsylvania, whieb as
e resell of Increases of wages paid out
$F2.04:00,0010. extra La 1907.
With most of their employes the
majority of the roads heye contracts
providing for 30 days' notice before •
• wage-scale can be revised. Whether
or net this notice will be given iseese
petal ender colvelderation: and it is
certain that If given it will be given
reluctantly.. Indications Of improve-
ments In earnings might cause an
abandonment of the subject alto-
gether.
"None of the roads Want, to Make
along is a raEroad Marc thafebas been
14t out some place. The men are
well on to the genie however, and
the tramps are given the Icy stare.
Fireman J. R. 'Wilkins, who was
injured In the wreck In the yards
three-
to work last night, making his reen-
ter run on the Cairo and Paducah
passenger. Engineer Will Burch.
'who was Injured In the same acci-
dent, will be able 'to go busk to work
in about ten days.
ASPIRANTS POR HONORS
OP HON. A. 0. STANLEY.
Second district Democrats will hold
a primary May ft to nominate a can-
didate for congress. Hon. A. G. Stan-
ley, this present congressman, is again
a candidate for the nomination.
Others are State Senator Frank Rives.
Sam W. Bedford, circuit clerk of
Bereft toasty and grand master of
the A. 0. U. W. lodge: Judge C C.
Chlvens. proprietor of the Henderson
Gleaner sad Maditoonville Hustler, and
Judge re • e. Isiournoy. of Union
cpunty.
"What," queried the young mane.
"is the difference between whit* lies
and black lies." .
'White lies,' answered the home-
grown philosopher, "are the kind we
tell: black lies are the kind we hear:"
—Pirk-Me-Up.
Australia is twenty-six tins.e larger
than the British Isles.
Drug Talks No
Worth Heeding wa
ft Is abitOlutebe I eielierle of
time to go about shoppitig
from place to place and ex-
. pert to And a better stock of
drugs or drugs of better
quality at anything like a
lower price.
W. B. 115Pherson
Beth Nelms 181.
Telephone deliveries to any
part of the city in le minutes.
Both phones No, lAp.
Knauss; eeparated from his wife
four years ago. Since then he had
brooded over his trou-ble. It Is be-
lieved that remorse for his alleged
harahness'tos-arfl her led-him to take
Ca life.
.The Hureest.
The Man-M',, dear. I hepe you may
never have to reap as you sew-liar'
rwes Weekly.
- --
JOHN LEWIS PROMOTED—
BONFIRE TO STEAM HEAT.
Having just arrived from Cincinnati
after a chilly ride, John -Lewis, col-
ored, gathered some wood around the
yards of the Illinois Central railroad,
earl soon had a big fire burning near
the freight station. Jobe had Ins feet
to the fire. anti Was enjoying life.
when Patrolman William Rogers hap-
pened along and took John to the sta.
COD for disorderly cenduct. The tire
was in a dangerous place and might
nave caused damage. To the coert
John could _pot ezihin just why he
happened to come here, and he was
green a nice place in .the city jail,
where it is heated by steam, to sleep
until he servcie out a fine of IS and
coats.
Send Man's Buff In th• Woods.
Willie Rabbit--This M Janney Hedge-
hog. I can tell him by his quills.-
Comic Cuts.
John-Ht sad Ben Meet.
Aligusta, Wee' Jae. 27 —John Tle
Rockefeller and Senator Ben Tillinfin
had an interesting eonversation dur-
ing the former's trip to this city re-
cently. Senator Tillman boarded the
train In South Carolini and was in-
troduced to Rockefeller by a railroad
official. Gard time., the money sett&
Don, railroads and Roosevelt were
diecuseed and the oil king wag not
enthusiastic about Roosevelt.
4round chestnuts take the place
of flour In some parts of Frame.
The burnan eyes are rarely of equal
power in the same perm.
• gudq's
219.223 Etraudiway.
flueoclaq and Wednesdaq
gresstnaker
el 'at Juiti
Jilk Juitd
lace Sresses
Jkirts
Lade
for
$6
.00
Tuesday and Wednesday we will have' our an-
nual Dressmaking Sale, making coat suits, silk suits,
— lace dresses for $6.00; separate skirts for $3.00. These
to be made by Mrs. F. M. Ferriman in the next two
weeks.
These suits and skirts are to be made from spe-
cial line of French suiting, very handsome cloths, in
gray, brown, novelties and solid color and brocade
silks—all material $1.50 yard or over.
All trimmings, findings and linings to be bought
ol us with material Tuesday and Wednesday.
This is truly an exceptional offer and as 'twill be
impossible to make over a limited number of dresses,
you should get your order in early.
BISHOP WOODCOCK
CONFIRMS CLAW OF FIVR AT
EPISCOPAL CH IIRCH
Preaches. in Morning to Large Close
gregateou--4esea to Felton.
The Right Reverend Charles E.
Woodcock, of Louisville, bishop of
the &pie:resat diocese of Kentucky,
was at Grace Episcopal church Yes-
terday. ,preaching In the morning and
confirming a lass of five at the close
of the sermon. Bishop Weessieock
left at 4 - 15 p. ht. for Fulton, where
he held 'services last night ii.' wilt
visit etre field. Wickliffe and °thee
West Kentucky parishes before ra.
turning to Peducah on Wesinesiday.
Bishop Woodcock Is a favorite In
Paducah, where he is always greeted
by a congregation that lecludes many
outside of lee own people. As a
preacher he has the great emseutiale of
strength condensation, earnestness
and magnetism. His sermon yester-
day was based on Jobe 111.. 26, "If
any man serve Me, let him follow
Me." and every sentence was • clear-
cut knockout ow sent straight to
the mark by piritual athlete
Those who received the rites of
confirmittion were: Mr. Thomas
Turner, Mrs. R. B. Pugh, Misses Nell
earry. Eirline Boone and Mamie WH-
OM.
Third Street Methodist.
The Targsist attendance of the win-
ter was at Third Street Methodist
Sunda) school, There wee good at-
tendance both morning and evening
to the preaching by the pastor. the
Rey. 11. B Terry, One new member
was reeelved. e
The Stauclity school has adopted the
cross and crow ri button pin to in-
'crease the attendance and the chill-
'dren are enthusiastic.
'Heaven la Graft Case Mlesimg.
San Francisco, Jau. 27 —Despite
to.• efforts made by the sheriff's office
and the forces of Special Anent W. J.
purns, of the prosecution, Alexander
Lathan, formerly Abraham Reef's
chaeffeur and an important vitas=
for the prosecution against Reset and
the other defendants in the United
Railway and trolley cases, has not
yet been located. When Lathan
failed to respond to his name la
judge Lawler's court yesterday.," ' a
bench warrant was Issued for his ar-
rest and placed In the de of the
shelf
The longer a me tWe. to prolong
an argument the iambs km$1$111
the sub4eet
•
•
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big to defeat Taft in Wei home
state. Taft is not interfering with
the senatorial situation is Ohio. So
Governor Harding manta me wherein
he is disloyal to the interests of For-
aker In supportin‘ the favorite eon in
tile own state. .
• WHAT'S IN A NAME'
",WItat's in a name?" dou you ask'
Mark Twain can answer. fie has
copyrighted his own name for the
benefit of his children. Mark went
broke once, and he has worked hard
and paid off his debts. He has also
accumulated a competence, sufficient
to maintain him the, balance of his
days; in comfort; but he knows that
when he is dead his name will live
after him-on bottles of "unbonded
whisky" and cigar boxes, soap boxes
and various other kinds of packages.
,So, thrifty "Mark." cope.righted it,
and le manufacturing cigars and
whisky in a most modest Ws)r during
his life time, to perpetuate the right.
-41e has also taken the precautioa to
write and publish his own biography,
Mark Twain duea not intend that
strangers shall make money off the
 - name he made for himself. That's a
quaintly modern way of looking at
the literary business'. It has a tinge
of humor about it. No doubt, Mark
Is enjoying the joke on ̀the manufact:
December--1907. urers and biographers now, and his
 306 children- will be effjoyeig tbe Jake
 3776 18 nn
MONDAY, tA-NrAirr 97. I
CINICULATION rATT
4. 8781 19 3810
11 . 217 6 .30' 3814
11......1.,..3803 21 3813
7.........2803
9..........3780 24 3792
110 3784 26 .....
Ell 3786 37 3899
,./146,.......3799 28 3903
 282/. 29 3896
 3890 
16 1815_ ' 
Total  96.464
Averse° -fur Degeurber, 1906...2917
Average ,for December, 1907...2819
Pereonarly appeared before me.
WU January 3d, 1908, R.. D. Mac'-
Millie, business manager of The Sun,
who affirms that the above state-
• oil the circulation of The Sun
Ow the with of December, 1907, is
tress to the beet of his knowledge and
belief. PETER PUFLYZAR.
Notary Public.
My commIssioa empires January 22,
1908. . •
Daily Thoeght.
• st. The only people who count are
• - those who can be counted-on.
Will the advocates of the theory of
•. evolution kindly explain to us why
; the male members of the families of
lower animals. and birds wear the
shaggy coats and brave feathers, and
their feminine Nations go about mod-
estly garbed, while in the human fana
fly the same shaggy coats that adorn
thy noble beasts of prey, and the tail
felithers of the proud cocks of the
tropics, are found gracing the persons
of the women, whose male consorts
are proud only of the looks of their
women.
A bill has been introduced in the
legislature making it a penal offense
to carry concealed a deadly weapon.
Good! If they only will enforce the
law. think-Kmany lawyers and
- judges and legislators we shall have
-.1, the penitentiary.
Representative Thompson, who In-
troduced the bill, compelling at:Rohde
to send a herald on foot ahead and
proceed at a speed not to exceed three
miles an hour, must have been nar-
rowly tnIssed by an automobile, and.
Ito doubt, automoista are wondering
'ally hie was missed.
IL is a pleasure to record one Eu-
ropfan noble, who is not mercenary.
Count Lassa) Szechenyi, of Hungary,
who is-to marry Gladys Vanderbilt.
will not demand a marriage settle-
ment, In view of the fact that he and
his' Wifehave entered into a contract
to share the income of their respective
estates jointly, the residue to go th
the survivor on tre' death of elthee
Such an agreement shows a =tun'
trust, quite aniquein. the annals of
International alliances. Ness Vander-
hilt's estate consists of $17..q.si.4.110,
and the count has the copyright on
his name end the good will of the
house.
The esteemed Mayfield Monitor
says "Maylield's dream of a new
Whole building is to become a real-
ity epos." Paducah's nightmare of
paying for a couple of dreams is net
likely to become a reality for some
Lime.
• Prof. W. B. Elkins, of ii. rniver-
silty of Missouri, who po-d,cts a
'wHeaven on earth" in America, predi-
cates his heaven on the funniest
foundation. Naturally he says trans-
portation will be cheap. easy and safe;
which la to he expected If we are- to
be angels and have wings. but a pub-
lic pbysician and cooking claps to
solve thi servant problem In h4aven - -
excuse us He is a wise professor to
provide public tihNs!cians. If we must
have cooking clubs: but If we were
going to build an inferoo, we would
start 'with a cooking club
Of course, Rockefeller
talked about Roosevelt
INC
and Tillman
When they
Former Lieut. Governor Harding.
of Ohio, an ardent Forster man, annul
up the situation In his home state ac-
eurately• In minotincing his allegiance
20 Taft, and In doing so. he declares
Iii. continued loyalty to Foraker
oositiou briefly is. that Foraker Is not
business to them, making Mark Twain
cigars and whisky, when their father
is dead; about as uncanny as it is for
them to gaze at their birth dates
carved in the public watering troughs
near their home, which were present-_
ed by their father when they' were
trOrn. We trust the copyright will not
become valuable for many years.
REPUBLICAN HOME -Atli:E.
Home rule as Republican doctrine
receives a fitting trfbute from Secre-
tary Taft, says the St. Louis Globe-
Democrat. Realizing that the people
of the state of New York prefer some-
body else for the candidacy, and that
that person is one of the state's own
sons, he requests his supporters to
stop working for him in that state
any longer. "I have." says the VOCar.
tary, in aoletter to Congressman Her-
bert Parsons, "uniformly urged
friends of mine not ,to attempt to di-
The Spoilers.
By ItE.K S. BEACJL
Copy-Oat% LIM. by Rex a. Snack
a __ .
oars. A&Ahey rathere4 for their rush
through the last tout' of froth a great
romber ruse out of the Sell behind
them, rearing high above itclr heads.
The crowd on the surf's .'dc.- sh"Illed•
The beat wavered, sucked I ,., k Into
the ocean's Itrudi maw. ;int eltti .11
crash the deluge engulfist thew.' there
remained nothing but a su tiling flood
through which the ilfebiat emerged
bottom up, amid a tangle of oaf's. rat-
ings and gear.
Men ruabed into the'water. and the
CHAPTER XI. next roller pounded them back uPou
RAW, gray day, with a &tying the marble hard genii. There came the
drizzle from seaward and it sound of splitting wood. mid them a
leaden rack of clouds drifting group swarmed in waist deep auil here
Low, matched the milieu. fitful out a dripping figure. It was a hemp-
mood of Glenister.
During the last month be bail chafed 
en headed seaman, who shook the %%s-
ter from hie mane and grinned when
and fretted like an animal In leash his breath had come,
for wool of Wheaton. This uncertaltity A step farther down the beach the
bystanders seized a limp form whichthis impotent waiting with folded
hands,•was maddening to one of hi- the tide rolled to them. It was the
spirit. He could apply himself to no
fixed duty, for the sense of his wrong 
second sailor, his scalp split from a
preyed on him. fiercely, aid 'be found 
blow of the gunwale. Nowhere wav
Wheaton.
himself taunting the vicinity of the' 
erase- 
Glenister had plunged to the rescue
Midas. gazing at It from afar.
'log hungrily for such scraps of news 
first. a heaving line about his middle,
as chanced to reach him. McNamara 
and, although buffeted about. he had
allowed access to none but his win 
reached the wreck. only to milts sight
lons,,so the-partners knew but vague- 
of the lawyer utterly. lie had time
-he was drawnly of what happened on their Prop- 
fur but a glance wisen 
outward
law, it was being worked for their 
 by the undertZw till tile lineerty, even though, under fiction of th at his waist grew taut, then the watere
protection. Purged over him and he 
was hurled
bleb up on the., beach again: • kir stag=Ntl stets regarding a speedy baring- -mired dizzily back to the struggle.Of the case were allowed. and the eel- 
insion betw n Judge Millman and the 
when suddenly a wave lifted thi‘. cap-
owe ver sized 
cutter and righted 41,..,atel -out
'
ognized that there were 'uneasy mut
terings and threats in many quarters. 
tom grimly clutching (be life roper. "l -reale
,_ They brought him in ebeiong anti, the authenticity of these doe  'ents."Yet. although the politician hail by "My heevens. man:" Wheaton cried..
new iirtuelly aissorbed all the richest 
tireathiesw.
properties' in law distrI,•toarld workedit." be Mad. 
slapping his 'They're twrattLisi einties it orders
them through his hirelin, the people 
stemming breast. "It's all right, b:Icte from your superior court. Tlbey grant
of Noun.. as a whole. did not grasp tbe Mter. I 
anew %% hat delay IIWZI lit SO I I Ili,- appeal that yeti have denied us
full turpitude of the scheme eor the took along 
chance witki the surf." The end bike the ease out of tour bands
altogether. Yes. and they order this
system's perfeet workhig, terrific ordeal lw bad undergone had
blanched him to the lips. his legs web- nian to surrender the mine and every;Etreerfe to sax. !wilt's. the fire eater,
,had assumed an oriental patience quite bled 
uncertainly, and he would have "'mg t"htles'ied with--4.--- Now eta we
foreign II' Lis pcpi.ery (115151' thou and 
fallen but- fi-tr the young man, wbe wam-y-en-40-engswee-ihelle-erdene"
Stillman glanced at the silent man
spent much of his time In the hills Motet an arm about his %atilt aid led
hltu up Into the town. in the window and replied:prosroetlile •
On this day. as the cleuila tirukt. "I went before the circuit court of ((ainthased la aeirt Wow) .
appeals In !abeut noon. oboe down on the angry 
Frisco," he explained later,
barium a drift iif smoke appeured. 
"and they Issued orders allowing' alt
appeal front- this@nerdy resolving Itself Intel a steamer. 
court and gust- us' a
Ste lay to in the otliug. and through 
writ of supersedeas illnetisi against
his glasses- GtenIster saw (bat it Wail old Judge Stllinsan. That takes 
Ilic
litigation out if his hand" altogetherthe Roanoke. As the hours panned and
no boat put off, he tried to bite a crew, and directs McNamara 
to. turn over
the Midas and all the gold., be's mt.bat the lentaihorene a spat wisely and
they watched tshook their heafis as. Whet do you think of that, I 
did bet-
ter than I expected." .surf.
Gleneter wrung .his hand silently.
vide, in toy- interest; the delegation- ..titteals__the devilof ezi-Ainderteze *bile A' ffreirMitliffectlaf -ogrite ufsm
frOM--awy-statir wnten has a 'Oltrididatif-nst44e'big---tbbt----betrk-"•--ter- hint. At last this waiting was ever 
atisaivaiemesawalsainvekeeksaiassea
of its own. Since Governor Hughes bin'' "and tho wfticen .too eeld -to ana_hlisoseaceful giekliag to inlostieedrowatt- in --eomtortable." Sn be laid The steamer Stacker Lee arrivedhas indicated his willingness to accept tam ..__,... _ ma ,....__.,_. . -bad borne fruit -lad proved the letter
the Republican nomination, I now Etary"'"'"da7tZea"ht ""maPmny'' dollars to course after all, as (be girl 'hadpo.plie- today from Memph.s en route to 
('in-
The Stacker is in the placemaim the same request of you, and sled. He meld go to her now with•thi wiacher. and 'Yet It scenes' that
cos- other friends In your state. More- clean hands. The mine was his again. of the Peters law this trip. Simi thenature Was reselute in thwarting him.
over I would greatly deprecate a con- for that night the wind freshened, and 
He would lay it at her feet, telling her I Stacker Lee's retirement she has been
teat which might imperil Republicans daylight saw tbe ship begging.tbe lee 
00.-e more of his love and the ,•litinee ovs-rhauled thoomichly. repaired 'and
I( was Working in him. Ile 'would put in first class condition for bust-victory in New York in November. of pledge ;Aland, mites to the west-
Anything that I can do to avoid this, ward, 
while lb. surf. white 
as
 boiling make her see it-make her see that le-- flee.- .
neath the harshness his years In the Masters and _pilots are notiflea that-I am anxious to do." This is ortho- milk, boomed and thundered_againot wild bad even Mao his love fur her t!.., lido at Crowell Landing has been-doe Republicanism. and also, and the shore, was gentle and true and all abmoraIng, moved down from Catfish Point to itsbonsequently. good sense. Local Word had gone through the Mese Ire itheld bid bee tar patient till kw origaill posalen, the' chanige hayingfavorites should be allowed to have that -Bill Wheaton was aboard with a saw he had mastered himself, ou ae been made pursuant to orders ofa freefield in their own communities, writ or a subpoena or an alibi or what- could eon)* with Ws soul In harness. ,
Each community should be permitted ever was necesmary to put the "kibosh" . el am glad 1 didn't tight when they
to order it local affairs to suit itself, 
'''''?tehant-e"ThhIander C M- --Sim".
on McNamara, so public excitemenrilumped us." he said. "Noy, wee itotr-1".. S. N.. at Cincinnati. inspector ofs 
without any Interference from the grew. McN•mare hoer-tied his gold oIn ur prepertv back and ell the money 
lb.'r'''n'tc'entil lighthouse district. -
outside. so long as It keeps within the Alaska 
bank, and it was taken for they Peek out-that is, if McNamara The, Pertnle Wallace was busy about
the national laws, organic and statu-
granted that there eould lie the scene bawl t salted It." the harthor today towing barges for
of the struggle. No one supposed for eyes; all that's neeesaary hi to file the Woe Kentucky Coal company.tory.
When Oeorge Hoadly. afterward the doeinueuts. then serve the 
Judge The Georgia law is due down froman instant that the usurper mould part
with the treasure peaceably. and McNamar's., moult be beck us Cinc.nnati this afternoon en route toone of Ohio's Democratic governors, 
Memphis'. .4514 Babson P cilMe_s_egrit_IL.1.86.0. 
On the third morning the shtp lay
agala-auld_a_ttra- 
An% il creek tomorrew." '
that Thurlow Weed, Seward's cam- boat was seen to make off from her,
paten manager, was trying to captor', whereupon the idle population stream-
delegates for Seward In Ohio. Chase ed toward the beach.
maid: "Weed knows that Ohio is "She'll make it-to the surf all right.
eomusitted to me. He will keep oui but then wretch out."
of this state." Chase was correct on -We'd better make-ready to haid 'ern
one point. Weed refused to invade out." said another. -It's mighty den-
Ohio, although active to all the states gerous." And, sure enough, an the
which had no home aspirants. 
skiff came rushing . in through the
breakers she was caught.
She had made it past the first Hue.
!mating over the fatten a ((waif .roller.
crest like • storm driven gull winging Midas to Messrs .Illoninter awl Ite7,:-
Pills Pulpit 'al Trimble Street Metho- In toward the land. The wiry figure I try and also teretuili all the' cell dust
diet Church Sunday. of Bill Wheaton (•rotii.lted In the mem. in your haft. detiosit teriee al ac ord-
while two sailors fought--with their noir with thig v •:• - ro ., •
doeun " is to '.ft•N I 1•41, wile tomes'
Bari:too his lies';
"Well." said the I litieiau quietly, "I
do it." •
Hail he been skippegjoin the fare•tbe
attorney %yenta nut lave hu ut more as
fouldte.T.
"IN'hy -you", •
repeated shandy. "Don'
-1 won't do It. 1 mantV 
think for a 
31eNatuara
minute that 1 haven't gaue into- this
tight Brined for everythiugt‘ Writs of
super's:gems! Bahr Ile snapped his
fingers.
"We'll see whether you'll obey ,or
not," said W'heaton. and wheu he and
illonister were outside tie contluuetl:
"Let's get to the judge ifulek."
A. they neared the Gokitei (late bo-
wl they allied MeNatuara entering. It
was evideut that he had slipped from
the rear door 14 his, cake and beaten
them to the Judii:ini.ear. • . ,
"I don't 11Se that,".sald Glenisitr.
"He's up to -something."
So it mama/see for they were fifteen
minutes in minting erccesa to the mag-
istrate and thee found McNamara
nith him. Both men were astUuuded
at the change in Sti Oman's amwerteace.
During the last. month hie. weak face
had shruuk arid altered until vacilla-
tion was betrayed in every hoe, sod
he bad acquired the habit of furtively
watching McNantaries slightest innie-
tneut• It PeensistiAlutt-the part Ise play
(artist heavily upon him.
•The judge exemined the papers Per-
funetortly, and, although his air was
deliberate, his teeters mode Omura,'
work of It. At last he mid:
Aso*, 
Tor bows' 'MTN TO WAIT
!eery ease wakes you teettastur. Losa-Po
tees, your whole hseidss Mat- Sold au the
lumey-bacliplanessnween. PrisaMinsta.
REV. 801111A.11 S. 81§01118.
The Rev. Josiah B. Sears, mission-
ary field secretary- of the North Texas
conference, filled the pulpit of the
Trimble street Methodist church Sun-
day morning. He delivered a strong
and vigorous sermon for foreign mis-
sions on the theme "The Great Com-
munion." Dr. Sears is one of the
foremost men of Texas Methodism,
and for a number of years has held
this position, with a special salary,
traveling for this special cause. Ills
sermon yesterday was pronounced an
unusually fine misilionary sermon. Dr.
Sears it here visiting his_brother, the
Bev. A., N. Seers, and B. F. Sears.
At the evening boar the Literary
committee of the Sentor Epworth
League, WO, DeWitt:Din Blittrifil,
chairman, had charge of the service,
and presented an . excellent Musical
and literary program.
At Broadway.
The 4ev. G. T. Sullivan. of the
Broads-ivy Methodist church, has be-
gun a series of venison' on the Ten
Commandments at the Sunday night
erten*. -Tide done 1st the request
of the Epworth Learned( this citutch.
Dr. Sullivan's sermon last: light on
The First Commandment was an is10-
quent and earnest preeentaikte of the
great ttnth that underlies all religion
A large congregation with young Men
predominating, beard him.
Miss Frances bolemep sang "Mahe
With Thee" very impressively as the
offertory Sunday morning at the
Broadway Methodist church.
The Rev. J. W. -Blacker& Ii D.,
presiding elder of the Paducah dis-
trict, will hold the first quarterly con-
ference for the year at the Droadwa)
Methodist church son Friday evenitm
at 7:34) f'lock.
,
•A fire In the roof of a building
in the vett of the Jackson foundry
Saturday evening (aimed a general
fire alarint to be turned in. All the
welting the presidency, and has not,departments answered. but the blase
the silubtaat chases to oat it, if he was catingatabed; only oae itan_a,r
10166.09 It. ' abli .f11 !lett 6.011- _
(0oatiaaed from last noun)
ALL DAY!
Our Specials Hold---Not for
One Hour or One-Half Hour
50c Fancy Hose 23cTomorrow  
Nor do we restrict you to any certain
number. You can have them as long as
they lila. And, too, you know there is no
-old stock in the New Store.
Don't forget that greatest of all cloth-
ing sales.
•
Any Suit or Overcoat
$1
astag
recora at the .orrthut:4e, tb t iso tucTi
continued to .Nit NA-amnia ?Mee. lie
met them with ceurtter.
"1 heard you had 3 na:ToW !Scare
this Ineurnin-4 Mr, itivaion. Tlei hatli
What can I- do for veer
The lawyer rep:illy outlined his posi-
tion and stated in conclusion: •
"I filed certified 'vides of theelo14---to load with ties. ,
ders with the clerk of the court ten The Martha A. Herman get away
minute ams. and Law I make formal yesterday afternoon for the Tell n t'v
.deniand upun ,sou .tu...ttirn over the river after a tow of ties.
The 0owling was in and out today
on time with good passenger
Workmen at the dry dooks said it
was-too-cold to. work today, and theY
sat around a fire whittling. The
breen around "Monkey Wrench"
corner was stiff • and gannet went
through a person.
The Royal, the regular parker for
Onleones, toads.' hes u-nal trip front
Golconda today.
Dawn the batik the rims, is jump-
ing a foot at a time. Saturday the
water fell 1.G and this niornieg the
river had gone downi_0, leaving' the
Wage at even 17.
- The Dick Fowler pulled oust on
time this moraine with a Inood trade'
A number of traveling men went to
Illinois, to begin a week's trip. Con-'
siderahle corn Is on -the banks below
here, and the Dick is having a VIA
trade with the produef.
RIVER N p IfI i
in't Otie Is due in tOnignt from
the Trrinessee river.
The Mary Andereon arrived. this
oafternon from the Cumberland river
,with a -tow or use for the Ayer-Lord
eseripatty.
The left -yeeterday for the
Tennessee rivet' a th a-tow of empties
• The Joe Fowler arrived yesterday
from 'Evansville and,left this morning
on her return trip.
The Bottorff left here today for the
Cumberland river with a good trip.
The Beetle Owen made -her regular
trim -'to Illinois today and had I siOot
trade.
CANNING FACTORY
(Continued from First page.)
and saw it was afire. He returned
and could not find the telephone, but
stnnebled over his shotgun and taking
this outs.de fired the shots that were
heard at the fire station.
Five streams pf water were pa the
fire constantly/but at no time was
there any prospect of • saving the
building. A switch engine on the
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Douls
railroad had to raise_ stet= berme
being able toebark down the traCk
and pull the cabooses out of banger,
arid she taro were indly winched be-
f • K removed. The mildew.,
r..
THIS WEEK WILL BE A GALA WEEK AT
eke/71/31fter
-4 r‘tHia aNd 
,OttSfril64.E.,g5
1) At ^ DROAAAY
E.STAE LI -7-1C D 18468
SPECIAL SALES EVERY DAY
From
9 to 10 a. m. 3 to 4 p. m.
For One Hour Only
------ -That the-people of PI ducirt iirraliStierice
in Wallerstein's sales was dearly demonstrated at
thElale of 50c, 75c and $1 neckwear this morning
for 19c. Numbers of eager buyers crowded the
store before the sale boor and exceptional values
were prompily_r_ecogni7erl 0_cer Ifick_sharp
the tale- dosed, aradvenised, and,-with reluctance,
we *ere compelled to refuse any further sales
aftet that hour.
Specials for Tuesday
•
117t.:
c7\
51
:41,1„LH Wee
SHIRTS
.Choice of our entire stock
of $2.00-, 13(h). I:1.50
and $5 no l'aney Shirts', in-
eluding plaited, stiff bosom
and negligees. not More than
two to a enetomer, for one
hour only.
$1.19
No sales at this price after 10 o'clock
ZPBoyekrifop
TOQUES
From 3 to 4 o'clock Tuesday afternoon,
choice_of uar _entire _stuck a .252. 50c
and 75c Children's Knit Skating Caps
(toques). not More than two to_a_ctis+
tomer, for
17c
No sales at this price after 4 o'clock
The Green Tag Sale Prices Will Continue
in MI Other Departments
itementher, that you can have pwk and (11,111 1'
Suit or Overeoat its the house-clothing 8
that sold up to $50.O0"-for,. , 
Cut Prices Steictly Cash.
FOLLOW THE CROWD
and a large pane or glass brokon, but
no seriotia damage was done. Her
household mauls were removed, but
the firemen prevented the milked of
the dames.
The etablo of 04r. Henry Katterlohn
caught fire several times, but was ex-
elinguillihed every- time. He took big-
horn and buggy out of the stable.
Some bay Wale -damaged alid hi?. MeV
terjohn estifeates his loss at 5100.
A "table of Mrs. }kale Porter
caught fire and' was damaged 'stout
$100.
-Some Cana Removed.
Owing to the cold weather about
$8.000 worth of canned gonds had
been removed trom the factory and
stored In a warehouse two weeherago.
This reduces the loss, although much
fine madhlnery was destroyed. About
2,04)0 empty cans and many Ipbels
were a'so ruined. -.All the teeter%
wires in the bundling had been•eut
nut toenail weeks and there had been
Tall ffre In the building since remov•
ing the goods.
The factory was built eight yearn
ago by a stock esimpany, but the next
tear was sold to Adolph, Lee end
Jesse Weil, the present betters, alfd
had ton elvers- season with Inireiginr
When tbe twining seamen was On M41
-
Mostly negro women. Last fall an
unusually successful gement woe en -
.10 ed. The factory niantifact lured
the "Fidelity" brand of corn, -toma-
toes and pumpkins. Last summer it
was talked of removing the factory
le Tennessee owIng to filo diattaity iii
securing etopheets and of a enmity of
securing prodnets.
The TAW. -
As estimated today the loss of the
factory .1nel-tidiest, the Itiachineri, 41411
amount to betwfv-n $15,00e and
insurance', amounting to about
$12.0fre- was earrled on the factory.
About, 2,000 empty bottles, belonging
to Adolph Weil were destroyed, and
they were insured for about half their
value. Mi. Yoder, the superintendeut
had all his houeehold goods stored In
the betting and they were tint royete
They were valued at $1.000 and in-
sured for $600.
The books of the factory were stor-
ed In the safe and It was opened yes
terday, and everything found in yowl
rder. However, the files if-thel far-.
oil were destroyed.
'Plans for rebuilding have not beast
disruased full). A deal is on it/belt--
by tither capital will be Interested In
the factory', and the capital /hock- in.
erelliw4. It is favoured if IllialiWry
Is rebuilt, Paducah will W1•
• -
ob'
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-Per Dr. Pendley ring 416.
--Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 198.
-Forma for real estate inginto tor
mks at Oils office. .•
-Mr. H. C. Hotline has left the
City for a few months, and I have at-
,
• mitred an interest in his business and
shall look after it for him. Any In-
formation with reference to any
branch of it.--will receive prompt at-
tention If yeu will call up The Sun
offine. Both phones 358. E. J. Pax-
41110 
tuu.
- City subscribers to the Daily.
Sun who wish the delivery of their
Papers stopped mast notify our col-
lecterti or make the requests direct
to The Sen -office. No attention will
.4 be paid to sari% orders when given
to irate-is. San Publlablog_Co.
- Wnett _emi want doat quick phone
It-te-wu & Joy ms Coal on. Phone 479.
Fetall orders promptly attended to.
carriage work of all kinds.
Fait.ting. repairing, rubber tires, etc.
Spring wagons made to order, We
▪ .ifftr-tie epecial inducements for
... ea I y or !ere. SnItt.012 Sign 1,Vorks.
1•1..,11...
- Ir. Warner, veterinarian. Treat-
▪ of do -sue animals. Both
".•
• • •
Invlt'is at home. The Sun is
alma t.4 as great an assortment as
y,a 1 end anywhere, at prices
muter. loaj r than you will have to
pay e'eewbere. - '
mere d Lille% in bloom In
6•;iich 1 ,,t„ for 15.. each. Extra
t:olets. Brunsop. 529 Broad-.
• a)
- \Won y011_tant coat quick pbone
nrotti, nes Coal llo. Phone 479.
ItteruIl ,..4 •• attended to.
Fir tiumberiug maritime. -band
dater,. ritht,-r op.. and roue& of all
Weide !all tot 'the Diamond fStanip
Works. 115 South Third. Phones n6E.
gtve vim the finest ear-
triap- -A in the rite for wedding, ball
aLit !beater .alls. Our prices are low-
er tii..n tie's.. fli.traell for like a, rviee
in an t Otyroto Aiiiert,a Our service
MM.., and the Peat ia this
• 4-11.. Tratister Company.
-0-•••••FU:.
•
ail.1. it•,1 our .1114 or poputar copy-
right toy, Is It. Clements & Ou.,
111r,71,1Wer, • -
- .",11.$(1. Mori Or ' all kinds.
P7,1, t sg, ri rubber- tires. etc.
Sensor wagons mule to order. We
•re 'trier:ea eetal inducements. for
earl) nrchers. -Sexton Sign Works.
l'hione 441.
- atistauue'. the III year-old see of
inati.•.per 44 the
Jai a --i-t 3114 Mai Stifle. shops.
had h.- rieti - aim broken jityt above
the a rist whfll
p iv • ng ague; ... ... !some inert, inery at
the Fii;t and Kentiteke ave-
nue The at. ident a as caused by
Ii.- leo xt Wag Ii - h111141 a
seit.-• he-lot:4 while the mac-hit:stay
.111":114
%11S, Th0111114 Baker, who under-
Ale fite -re-teitt at Riverside 
hos-
ts - at to ently.isis nett h improved and
a i own Attie to tw moved sto her
r: w eerie for the patrol
%rigor, tia,..irrited and was placed on
_ th. 'sateen ics'ertiat by Driver H..nry
aloatival_
pap. -fetv c, tieet Titeeday- eveeing
with fir II T Rivers. 'The tuoic..for
• es, en wilt be "regimes and Cs-
tarrli.i1 PnetinloniA- from the Januar•
Ii of the Arnerleas Medical
ignit11:-11
4*.ilt. '‘Ved. Brown. city jailer.
Is i leaning the julier's residence act-
joetaic :he rely hall today, and torpor-
roe hi- will begin to move Into He-
ti-Oil, nets from his holn.•. 1546 Trim-
!;.. stii-et Farmer Jail, r Tom J.
• E. 11 1*. nioved to his faint. "Bunn,:
MANUAL TRAINING
COURSE IN PUBLIC
SCHOOLS OF CITY
•
Superintendent Carnagey has re-
ceived the unites' report of the public
schools of Lexillgton, Ky., and embod-
ied in the report, is mnuevaluable in-
fortuatios to thoee who are interested
in adding a mantle' training depart-
ment to the eflY schools cal Paducah.
The Lexington board of education
first sent a committee to Chicago and
Cleveland to investigate •inahurl
training syeteme in practice in those
cities. and (rota the ideas thus gained
manual traiding wig ',derive _fte- the
seheole -tetcliigton, two instructors
at a salary of as•an a year twing.em-
',toyed ter- the manual traluing and
d.rnieetic tclenre departments of the
white achisols, and one instructor in
the dometitle' (science depattmeut of
the colored schools.
A center of cooking was established
In the High school bundling for the
girls, and a work shop for the boos.
A centeruf cooking was provid.aa.
the principal colored school to accom-
modate the girls. The board of -edit-
,. .
goTI...-
developed are to equip • workshop in
t he - serteret of - the. „ HAIM achiaol. _for
the tee, the instruction to lw given
by the superintendent of butldiT.
who is a title mechanic.-
-
each MOM. while for tilt- 'present Yrear
the board has asiold the city authori-
ties- for $-1,2 t.3 as an apercipriation
with which suptilie can be bought for
these departments._
Another inter,osting thilig in (ve-
nom ion w I th he Leli n gi on • seisookilla
that the city lust year appropniated
$11 •Kes..e.,.;_h_f_c2e_ialigli_op_o.coes to
which is added $34.044I-ihat emme
front the state fotinut EMU!. Pailueaft
eppropriates $33.terit and ret,-; about
$:!1:0•1•1 trent the state fume
The patrons of the padueith schools
are greatly int.-resit-41 in the move in-
augstrated to have teetotal' training
added to theaohooleand it is belieteil
that-all ceinpaign of etiacation alon
g.
the line proper is planned and carried
out will reault in Its addittem_to the
city 10110o:s.
Tiwc•Iii•rs of the [Ugh school believe
that 6 committee should be tient to
cities *here manual trainiug in. taught
-fi• • r-'
FIRST SALE OF
TOBACCO IS HELD
BY ASSOCIATION
The first salts tat asitociation tolsac-
co conducted at tile Assoc-tat:on saheb-
room. this morning by A N. 'Veale,
the'. talieanian for this market.. was
Wetly pleasing to the 'ism...lotion
and4
IN SOCIAL CLUES
Six 0`eineli Diaper,
tionor of their. peso. Mr. John
HartIcte, of Loulaill144.- Or. and Mrs.
It. C. (lore, of Lose litak. will enter-
tain this evening with .6 o*elock din-
stieet I st• astr.hOnaln. tine .•
iug . a todio, looseter.
ea; -.matt James. Cla I
South Fourth street went to St I.:
today to accompany home his notaisr
Mrs. Mari Clark, who is Ili.
Clark has been visaing her chine...
in Si. lands.
Mr. A: F. Roth left yesterdat fer
Lottisville to Mend a few day, ii iii
nee Those present -toll be: Mitoses raiaov,.,.
Nettie Sanderson, 1.iflian Sullivan, of Miss Katherine Bray. -or Jat-K„..n.
Mayfield, • Linn* Sanderapn and Tenn.. is visiting her „.,or. Mrs.
Mt-cars. John Hartlete. E. /Nilo-ell, of (It -ge Welters.
Leeere, the little daughter of Mi.
and :Mrs. George Walters, remains
quite ill, but her condition is not so
critical as a few days ago.
with a.datice this evt thing at the Hotel 
Mrs. George Warlield and Misses
Rosalie and Gladys 'iVarteld will leave
Craig. Their deuces have been de-
lightfal fortuightly Ismael occasions
since the club's oreanisatiott- thit win-
SmitioDeckereon Wedding Jest An-
- 
nounced._
The marriage of Mu Esther
Smith, of Whlteville nn.. and Mr.
A. D. Dithers', of Paducah, has
been announced as taking place in
December 2s 1906. at Vides:burg.
Miss. Mr. and Mrs. laksiteitatiocatne
to Paducah last week aud..311ss
living at the home of Mrs, H. C. .1111-
itiii, on-alroadway.
Mrs. Dickerson formerly lived in
Piducah and 
man of much attractiveness of -per-
sonality an graciousnesa- pf_maener.
She is a grand-daughter iii the late
or. J. 0. Smith and a eleter of ,Messrs
barbell' and Atibel Smith; of Padu-
cah. now Ilvitsg..a.n.,Lottisviee.
Dickerson is a weel known traveling
buyer for the imperial. Tobacco cone-
pa y. lie has made his horne in. Pa-
alt for several years slid is a sub-
stantial and popular young business
Man.
du
l'aducath, Conley Alleock and Dr. and
Mrs. Gore.
!tub Dance at Hotel Craig,
The German club will entertain
. Kennedy-Glees-ens
Mr. Eugene (Heave's, of this city.
and 1d1ss- ()Iiie May Kennedy, of
Kevil. were quietly married last night
at 9.30 ()aback at thin'- county court
houte. Judme R. T, iAghsfout
formed the toremony... The couple
was -accompanied by several friends.
The bride is a popuiar >ming wo-
man of ',feed, where 'hie. has been
connected with the Independent Tele/
ihi,ite !exchange ihere She hie_Vilat=r
..d in Paducah and has a number of
f,rleads here. 'Mr_ Gleares is with,
firm of J. W. °leaves & Sons-and
lit a stittstanUal busInesi. man. The
couple will reside at the home of the
bridegroom. on Monroe street.
-Mr. 3. 0. Weils -went to Madison-
vtlisetoday on g hustnees trip. _
Er. W. 'It. Mills. Lotoil Jefferson
etreef. went to Kuttawa and Madaton-
, ist today on a business trip.
MC' A. F. Page went to Louisville
today.
Contractor Thomas E. Garland ha.
returned from Beaton. wbere he has
compSted the carpenter work of the
new .concrete hotel. --
Mr., Dora Ledford, 416 Adams
Woe.. ,who has been ill of grip, Is
reported better today.
Judge Robert L. Shemwell, of Ben-
is attemPng eiri itit court.
Bidets'', last waeit.
NO- aril If R Nelvon arrived
today (rpm Memphis on " a visit to
f- i. nets
RUBBER GOODS.,
•E have at last found what we have
Lien looking years to find; • cons-
plete line of Rubber•Goods that the
hanufacturers have confidence enough in
to absolutely guarantee for 2 years to the
*Sommelier ' We honestly believe every one
of them will
la.st 5 years.
The line is
so muclibut
of the ordi-
nary that we
can not bie
gin to d e -
scribe the
difference
between
"INS
lIffi Lai"
and •
other kinds.
but wish
.you Might
drop in at
our !tore
and see Jar
wiu
rself.
•
cheaper than the
the quality.
Sep our 1. indow display this week and
then corn- in and let us explain the WHY
of it. Itemember we arc the exclusive
agents in this them for "DIE EV111117/
LINE. Manufactured by Tux loom. Rums
Mr. Co.. of Chisel/a
• prices
are right
too, in fact
other kied, coosidering
.••••••• ibe g,t•
•
Driaggaglastm
FlOt sad Irsoilmy Sea. New In
Night Bell at flild• Door.
lugp, going at price* ranging fruit
to 9 cents for lugs and II to 14.- for
leaf.
The pale was _attended by a _Major,
ityaof the broker* representing Th
e
various tobacco interests and the as-
sociation offklais say there is no..dis-
position evident op the pert of an
of the buyer's to boycott the asso('ia-
lion tObacco
The tobacco sold today was of the
types that were graded at Giothr,14
last 'week and was the first day that
Lit,' tobacco eould be placed on sale.
"The Indications are that the to-
bacco will cootinue to sell freely as
buyers mem anxious for the tobacco
at grade prices," said the...salesman
ties afternoon after the sales hit
been made and arrangernentnteiii-
sere being mode for the delivery. -At
present we have COO hoptheads. on
the Paducah market, while it is Toni-
4ogio to the prising houses et er) day
and the moldier will be - greatly i
n-
creased within a few weeks.
"The males are starene off much
earlier this veer than last. while 
the
prices asked average about $2 on th
e
hundred higher than last year'e crop
brought."
. It is expected that the sales to be
coadueted tomorrow will also be pro
duetive of rood reSulte as 
several
brokers, who were out of the- city to-
day, are expected hack.
HOTEL ARRIVALS
,,St. Nicholas-- Charles Ha
mrick.
Ithara,-.24. Y.; J. D. Crean. Indian-
apolis; Pita W. Peitivs, Jr.. Neir
York; J. F. l4t-Cabe. New 'York;
JOha IiiiIcDanfel, St. 'tsoula: Mis• J
Roll, St. I.ouls; WM A. Mettler. St
Louis; F. G. Martin, Linton; R. T
Flynn. Star Lime_Works: Mr. and
Mrs. John Thera, Buffalo; -Miss KRIS
Walsh, Oakland, Cal.'. 3. 1/, Ditn-
leavy, St Louis
thicken High no Market.
One thicken was limb on market
thl. morning, although other chickens
were selling for the nom, price. The
I
t hicken belonged to Fred Priam, of
Graves eounty, and escaped from thi.
cools. ' The chic:ken was hemmed In,
bet the fowl flew upoti the market
home iknd when attempts were made
to mare it off the roof it went still
higher and lighted on top of Lents
Clark's grocery., which is three &tortes
high. -Here the chicken calmly viewed
Ithe sitassilon. &MI ahaaaed -eats Alai"
fres 
thrown en the ground. -
•
isville today on a business trip.
Mr J if. Neste master mechanic
for the Illinois Central, went to WU-
4044-F-, a-- -
Dr 1_ andtlaughter_arclverl
today from Golconda on a visit to
friends.
MR* Chariots Etter. 421 Tennessee
es. 
BULLETIN
WEI‘LLE'S
Halt:Hour Sale
For Tuesday, Jan. 28
FOUR SPECIALS
10:00 A. M.
Boys' and Children's 2k
Caps
lot of Cheviot, Cassimere
and, WorstedCarol for- 1SC
10:30 A. M 
Men's Gloves
I lot of Cassimere, Astrakhan
and Jersey Gloves for 19C
1 pair to a customer.
AFTERNOON
2:30 P. M.
Ladies' Sweaters
I lot ladies' all wool Sweatets
all volors and sigeit  _69C
3:00 P. M.
Plea's 1k Black Bose
O doz. Men's black (lose. all
sizes, for 50
4 pair 10 111 customer.
No Goodh Sold after the
Closing Hoar
Wednesday for New . Albany. iftid., to
'tett WI. George Fawcett for a few
days.
Mrs. Mollie C. Carey left last even-
ing for Cairo to visit friends. ,
'Mr. Louis Brownlow, journalist. of
Louisville, Paducah and Washington,
has _left with Mr. Frederiea Haskins,
the newspaper correspondent, to-spend
until the Snit of May In Japan. The
had tidings of the death of Mr. Brown
low- '11 father were received Dist after
isurndaelitarttire.-Loulaville Courier-jtj
Miss Ruby ,Taylor, of Stone Fort.
Ill.. Is the guest of Capt. amid Mrs.
Toung Taylor 2 _at reet 
rs Fred Craine. of Harrisburg.
III., is the guest of har sistvs- Mrs
Finis Brown.' 1431 Trimble street.
Mrs. M, .D Morton, of New Options,
is visiting h ..:enatont, Sioie Barker
414 Norton street '
Mr. and Mrs.-Linneess :Orme, Mr.
John Orme and Miss !Mildred Ortne
left _last night fr San Antortio.-Tex.,
to reside. Mr. Orme intended leas
Ing in advance of his faniry :act week
but was and unable to go.
Miss 1.1111au Davie bas returned to
1ii;r home in Metber after visiting
friends in the city.
MISS -Mary net& of Benton, is the
guest of her ester, Mew. Maud Elea
of Sharp.
Mr. John Hartlete, of Louisville, Is
the gueilt_of Or, and Mrs. It. C. Care.
of Lone Oak.
Mrs. Era Young Garber returned
le her home -In ilopkinsiiiie this
morning after visiting Mr. gad Mrs.
Jetties P. 'teeth.  _ _
NEWS OF COURTS
. Its Circuit court
Only a short. se,,s:on of (:; vult court
watt held todsof all the eases on the
docket being cuutinued until the next
let in of the court, the parties concern-
i'd the litigation not belug
hr .trial. The eairee on the docket
were Henry Theobold vs. the Padu-
tali Traction company; Harry Uhles
against U. S. Health- and Accident
ompany, and .kndrew Tubbs against
the Paducah Cooperage compa.ny.
Mrs. Annie Joynes was /Urea a rer-
d:ct or Vaal against the Pullman, corn
patty, while a 'verdict was returned
for the defendants, the Illinois Ceti-
toil and B. & 0. S. W. railroads.
Mrs. Joynes paid for two lower sleep-
ing car- berths from CincInnatt to
New York, but when she Ns-ached Cin-
cinnati the conductor refused to allow
her to have two lower berths, but
forced her to accept a lower Ad an
upper berth. It is also claimed that
the conductor of the sleeping car was
abusive to her when she pfotested
against taking the bertha.' The jury
was given the ra.se Saturday tonroing,
but aid not reach a verdict until to-
After the bury had reported.----the
Jurors were allowed to go until to
orrow 61MM-1g.
- Salta Filed.
A su:t has been filed In circuit court
by M. D. Sublette against E. W
Vaughan,.admitristra,tor of the estate
of Mrs. M. C. Vaughan. to enforce the
collection Of a note. for $1,000, given
by Mrs. Vaughan during her lifetime
and me-cured by mortgage on two
'HART'S
Mr. J. D. ShnOre-lertITTled
berteviile this morning.
- Mr. Jobn 0. Gates, of Princeton.
was in the city today on a business
trip.
Mr.. F. L., Thompsbn. former road-
master of the Illinois Central, was In
the city today. Mr. Thompeon is in
charge of the elevated roadway In
Chicatig,
Mr. Mark Bris- saktra reetureed to-
day from Hot Springs:elf/here he has
been on a visit. '^
WITH A PREACHER
'Ilse Boy loft Home sol tor Moulins
Hee Not Hem Heard From.
Glasgow, Ky., Jan. 27.-The offf-
cers of Tay kir county have been asked
to help locate Remota. 14 years
of age. -who resided in the Robison
Creek country, alx miles from Camp-
bellsville. The father. J. W. Rex-
mat, says ar e t me as une
with Rev. J. If, Johnson, a Dutch
Reform preacher, claiming Stock-
holm, Sweden, as his home. He
claims ,that Johnson conducted a
meeting at ETkhorn, Ky., and later
splffir-sonie time at the home of Mr.
RetroaL They had a better every
two or three days from their son until
the flog of !September, since when
they ,have heard nothing and their
efforts to locate the pair have been
In vain. The mother ie now danger-
ously ill with pneumonia and is
anxious to see her son. When last
heard from they were at Crab Or-
chard, Ky.
--Reif was-died by Danoio___Iloward
against J. II. liaise on a note for
3711, secured by chattel mortgage on
petsonal property.
Marriage
Fug. ne Cleaves
Jamee,C. Oliver
man.
Richard Anderson and Eunice
Woodruff.
licenses,
and -Alice Canada.
aud Annie, .Chap-
In Police Cowl.
Again the large attendance _le ve-
iletowsteiel. was dliseepointed- when thr
case aga insrEphraim -eery tde, -Colored
charged with wieder was continued
until to-Morrow morning. It is said
that the commonwealth has no evi-
dence agaipst Pervine, and it is pre-
dicted freely that Pervine will be ac-
quitted. '
Other eases were: -Drunk-Jim Da-
vis. $1 and costs; disorderly conduct
--t-John Lewis. tolored..$6 and costs.
IRS. W. Y. GRIFFITH
WELL KNOWN MATRON DIES AT
HER HOME IN THIS CITY.
alember of Trimble *reel Stettiodist
Church. Where Funeral Will iti•
Held--Husband Item).
FATHER THIN-Diti COFFIN
WAS 1•IJACED HIS CHILD.
Complaint lies been flied by Leroy
Beatty that some one had buried a
body immediately over the grave of
bis child, *bleb was buried two years
ago. The complaint was taken up
and It is thought it was only a mis-
take in the placing of head stones.
The child,,,,was buried on publie
ground, and in the placing of the slab
an error may have been Made. Beatty
was not convinced by the officials of
the mistake and it is uncertain what
he a•ill do. On account of the ehal-
lowness of the gravel it Wobld be Im-
possible to conceal two coffins in the
same grave.
HELD UP MAIL WAGON.
Tbletee Said In Have Secured $3,000
-Driver and Helper Held.
New Orleans, Jan. 27.-Thievee
held up and' robbed a United States
mail wager. lpaded with Incoming
mall clear Die Queen & Crescent route.
The thieves are reported to have
secured about $5.000. The' driver
and helper, neither of whom•was hurt,
are held by the police On strotrioir.-
W. C., T. r..ikt- iounvitettur
CONTEST IS PROPOSED.
Members of the W. C. T. U are
preparing to begin a campaign for
members and will start a contest, the
society being divided tnto two teams.
who will work for members The
team getting the largest number will
be /resented with It prise. One side
will be managed by Mrs. Dorothy
Koger whil, the other will be by Mrs.
(kneels* Dreeden
Notice.
This is fa inform you that my
hearse and carriages have =Ivan
and I am wow fully priared tn at,"
tea -4o all tenterals. •
CHAS. J. HOWELL.
Hardware,
Cabinet Mantels,
Stoves and Ranges •
at
Korrect Prices.
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
locc porated.
After a three years' illness, Mrs. WANTED--A porter. Most fur-
W. Y. Griffith  died last night at 12
o'cloc-k at her borne, 151a North- - CW-1-r-ref
erenceg• E. Guth"
teenth 'street. She was a beloved-"a &%""• - 
- _ 
matron of the city. -and was at WANTED--A boy over 14 years o
f
staunch mermber of the Trimble age.to work at Paducah Printing and
street Methodist church, and a mem- Hook Bi
nding company. '
ber of the Home Mission society of -LOST ---r--411t Wit pin, horse shoe
that church. Her early life was spent shape. Finder return to box office..
In Kuttawa. but she had resided in Kentucky theater, and receive rewart}.
subscribers Inserting want ado in
The Sun will kindly remembyr Diet
all alikit items are to be paid for when
Om MI is inserted, the rule applying
to every one wilthont. replica.
FOR. heating and Itovewood dna
437. F. Levin.
BUY YOUR COALof ea M. Cagle.
WANTED-A cook, and a aurae at
1622 Jefferson street.
FURNISHED- ROOMS for rent,
313 Madison, old phone ItS4).
FOR  RENT-4141-Sonth Tenth, 00 
feet-104,---1-yeent-houser -all convien. 
It-noes. J. A. Rudy, 219 Broadway.
IF COLORED man who found tut
on Fourth street will return to 415
North Third will be rewarded.
FOR RENT-Five-room cottage
with bath and toilet, 423 Adams
street. Apply to 302 North Seventh
street,- Phone 1325.
Best lump 14 cents. New phone 975. WAuNTED--PositIon - with a whole-
ISHED ROOMS for
sale house, by competent young man
FCRN rent,
313 Madison, old phone 2980. 
who is willing to work. Address C.,
FOR SALE OR AIN'T' House of care 
this
°Mee'
13 rooms. Every convenience. Call
old phone 464.
MORGAN horse sboeing,
general repairing, rubber tires, 4V8
South Third,
FOR RENT-Corner 12th and
Madison; 9 room house suitable fort
boarders or two families. Key at
corner brick.
FOR RUBBER station and eaPPlial
phline-Paducah Printing and
Binding Co.
Paducah since 1888. Kr. W. Y. Grif-
fith, her husband, died last Juue.
Mrs. Griffith leaves her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Langston. of
this city, and she leaves two children.
Miss Elisabeth Griffith and Mo, Urey
Griffith. SIX sisters survive; Mime"
!Canal* and Emma Langston, Mrs. J.
H. Piper. of Kuttawa. Mrs. I., T. Cas
h
of Kuttawa. Mrs. Effie Tisbale, of
FOR RENT-New modern cottage,
six rooms and bath; 24th and Jeffer:
son. Apply to C. J. Kiger, 312 South
Fifth.
FOR SAL10--Cibeap, horse, har-
ness_ and runabout. Home perfectly
Cantle. Can be driven by lady or
child. Call old phone 1•85 or 1524.
WricKtTED--A young lady to do
Kuttawa, and Mrs. Ed Weaperford stenographic and general office work
of Paducah. Her „brother' were- Ia. tetail store. Apply in own hand-
Messrs. Marvin and L. B. Langstcatt. writing. X. Y. care' Sun.
of Paducah.
The furieral_will be held tomorcow
morning at 10 o'clock from the Trim-
ble Street Methodist church, and the
burial will take place in Oak. Grove
cemetery.. The Rev. G. W. Henke,
pastor of the church. will officiate,
SCHOOL NOTES
"Students of the Eitith school jg
the Seventh and Eighth grades began
Itheir examinations this morning,whtle this afternoon the primary
'grades will begin the same work
I with the wpm:Rion of the
 first, second
and third grades, witieh will continue
regular work until Wednesday even-
ing.-when the schools will all be dig
missed until Monday, the second
semester.
WANTED-A Mb bookkeeper an
stenographer. Apply in own hand
writing. State' salary expected. Give
references. A. B., care Sun,
-G1EKIERAI, REPAIRING and up-
holstering at Furniture Exchange,
205 South Third street. New phone
801-1.
Loirr-A gold locket bracelet in
Garfield schoot_bullding on Thursday
evening. Please return to 1309 Clay
Istreet and be rewarded.
TO EXCH A.N016--$ 1,8 WO automo-
bile for real estate. Will pay cash as
boot. See L. D. Sanders, phone 785,
new phone 63, office 311 South Sixth.
YOUR CLOTHES win. always kierr
like .aew If cleaned and pressed by
Janata Duffy, South Nioth near
Broadway. Phone 383-a.
HAY the finest heater, hick-
ory and dry stove wood In the city.
Wholesale aid retail. Phone us Your
order. Old phone 47E. Ihnith, Al-
britton & Co.. near union depot.
motion cards and also will be given 
sties, on erlifeh will be written -the
lV  scales,Rgi- °vLS°caablitereister: albr, cheesee
name of the building which they' will 
showcase.
attend. 
• cutters, etc., mutable for opening a
grocery store. Also several spring
leMSONS HICK OWN 
wagons. Apply to Jake Biederman
WOMAN 
1111:1111.tNI)--114 ARRESTED. 
Grocery and Bating Co.
. Benton, Ho.. Jan. 27.-Mrs larneA ----a*T-One diamond shaped brooch.
Hinkle was arrested charged with art- with pearls, on North Seventh
first degree murder. Her husband 
in'- 
etrgstae rereet. Ott Madisonturn 
toattest ear 
and eTrirocableeecaterr
died suddenly Sunday. it was- 
Jleved from poisoning. Before Hln- ,reward.
he died be told the doctor eg had t----TA7N-TICD- -Lady stenograp-her:
-been poisoned bg hls wife. he shed& competent stenographer with loult
Is Itokthg for James Duvall, with experiesce and one able to take &Ne-
wborn Mrs. Hinkle eloped Iasi Nulls do general advertising work.
maw. The woman was caught by -the • in writing. Dreyfuss.• Weil &
hushauil Co.
The children will return to their
FOR SALE-Patent right tor a
new and useful household Invention.
Addrepi 8. T. Williams, 911 Tennes-
see or call in person or old phone
1164, between 4:15 and 7 p. m.
FOR RENT-Space for public stor-
age household goods and merchandise
ilia-proof vault for valuables. Terms
reasonable. Monarch Warehouse,
*phone 89-red. R. W. McItinney,
oat wog
DEVOTION. _
Her Father Causes a Pretty Girl
to. Supply 111;piderapis for Wound.
--Lorain. Ohio, Jan. 27.-Pretty lea-
-McGuire, aged 17 years, displayed
her 'parental /stye today by submit-
ting to an operation that may save her
father's life. Last July her father,
John McGuire, was badly burned and
efforts to graft skin taken from an-
other pare of his body felled and it
was necessary to graft another per-
son's skin upon the wound. The
young lady volunteered to part with
the skin necessary-sad today she was
put upon the operating table and
enough skin to cover the Palm of a
hand was removed from bet' thigh
and grafted upon her father's wound.
SUIT AGAINST 'HERRIN
Brought by IflInoit Central on the
Grounds That Town Interfered
Wkii Traffic.
Marion, Ill., Jan. 27.-The Illinois
Central Railroad company, entered a
suit against the town of Herrin, this
county, for $700,000 on tbe grounds
of interfering with traffic. A Herrin
police magistrate recently use-tilted a
fine against the railroad for shipping
into the place beer and 
whisky after
the tt rritory had become anti-saloon.
Vass Nan Want Ads.-Bast resale&
CITY LICENSE DUE
FOR ‘LL KINDS OF
BUSINESS, OVOUPATIONS AND
PROFESSIONS ARE NOW
ill City licenses are due In January.
This notice is published to guard you
alnat forgetfulness and thus save
you additional cost of 10 per centpelacty
kvery business, occupation and
prclession is liable for city license.
If not paid on or before February 1st
10 per cent must be added.
Kindly call it the treasurer's office
soon as possible and avoid the penalty
•oeis also ttlhreothrong of the last- daysand g
TO
City Tr.a•urer..,
,
•
.414.,4441111.1.14 • • 4.-•••••!. 4.
. teas n.tametashilikeskimilasma-lenueaseassem..emalliallellikesse
_ With .me .0-e-vrourwreir:•
VOI_JR FUTURE
aor--took-bright-ond proeperons -Int " mom Id way',
precedes a storm." Preppre for tLe storm in your
life-for the time when you will need money-there
is only one way to do it-save, and you will be sure
of the future.
Start today-a dollar will do it,'
We pay 4 per eent interest On nil savings *0
counts it left with us-au e months Or rnnji.--
mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
211 Broadway
News Notes From the Sunday Papers.
kite ituaboat Padn-ah. ordered to
Hayti on account .uf revolutionary
 conditions en 
New Orleans Sunday. -The Paducah
will go first to Guantatiamo. Cuba.
Aspirants for presidential honors
were subjected to many ke..: bet good
natured jests at the Gridirp: club din.
tier in WeshIngtou, mate .of them,
kth inapecrets ant Republicans. be
hig guests of Lonor President Roose-
Sit. who .was presenCeatne in for his
Share of attention as usual. The.din-
jar was one of the most elaborate
nail niters.- tutn the161•141F " illik 
, club.
safillhat Cligyernor W,Itison bad writ.
ten '4V. S. Taylor.' Fin ey •avs_ Ole
The French gov4e.nment his begun
the installation of an elaborate appa-
ratus (or wireless telegraphy in the
FAffel Tower at Paris. by which it
hop_es. to be able to comnomicate„di-
rectly with New York. -
Frolic* Trevelyan, nrie of the best
I knAwn writers on ,mcing Pb the coun-
try and for.,isome years racing judge
at -the western tracks and at New Or-
leans, is-dead at CharkittsvOle, Va.
eieorge L. Thomas, a freight broker
llfeNew 
Yark. andtR. Tomei, his
lerilLpleaded mtik_f_tn Kited
- States district court at Kansas enty
to the charge of transpiring to pay re-
bates to shippers. Judge Sm:th Mee .
Pherson fined Tnemes $7,q,11. and Tag_
•
gart Keene omitting jail sentences
previously assessed.
The statement of New York clear-
ing-house banks last week shows that
the banks hold $37.064.5.0-0 more
than the requirements of the twenty-
slut reserve ruje. an
A Ali PIfltsl I
After Yeses of Es I W4-1. .1 II 4' t •44 the
IF14/05i lug
"If you hate anyth.ug to do with
medicines at all lee pretty sure you
know what you-are Miring."
Our local druggist, W. B'. McPher-
son. say this is a strong point in
favor of the valuable nod liver prep-
aration. Vlool. Everything it cos-
taint is plainly- printed on the labei.
therefore it ,s not a Went medkina
Vinol contakui in a highly maces-
tasted form at! of the Medicinal, belly
budding *lei/wets of cod liver ill, ac-
tually taken (non fresh cods' livers.
but with the useless, nauseating oil
eliminated and tonic iron, which Is
a needful constituent for the blood
added.
This is the reason that Vino, ae-
conkplishea such wonderful result* in
urine thronie coughs, colds. brow*
ehial and lung troubles, and there is
nothing known to medicine that will
so quickly build up the 'rim down,
overworked, tired and debilltated. or
give strngth and renewed vitality to
the agF41. as Vino!.
Wn can:IMI'y ask every person. in
Paducah who needs such a medicine
to try Vinol on bur offer to return
their- litittiey if it fails. *. B. Mc-
Pherson, Druggist. Paducah. Ky.
FRENCH SCHEME
IS 'INTRODUCED
Among Ns% ork Landlords
-A Lottery.
•
001 letriecat Cloth, In the
New Water Neale
Completed.
GOSSIP OSP THE METROPOLIS.
. New York. Jan. 27 -Fresh from
Paris has come a 11.q1 scheme that
may be received rather generally by
owners of Netv York's large apart-
ment houses. It is nothing more or
less than a lottery, but it is to unique
that Mere Is very little Amaze for
anyone to be swindled, and still re-
tens all the excitement of a full
fledged gambling proposition. The
plan makes It necessary for all the
tenant* of the appartment bousaltx
meet oh the first of the month and
CITIZENS AROUSED
LAUD PVTITIOTIRM OF THE HON.
EUGENE Glt 11 IX
A-gin Francisco paper says that E.
-It -Harriman and George-  Tu-
have ended tieir -war over the rival
Interests of the Southern Pacific and
Weetern Pacific railroads.
The reduction of Work log hours of
Union Pacific shop men at Omaha is
to be followed by a reduction of work
Mg -days from six to live per week.
h -Mass Meet ng Sends Hint a
Joint Telegrant ..f 1:n604ra/re.
mem and Helve. -
Total asses-sable personal grOper-
ty in New York Ctty for I90.8, accord.
lag to the figures of the
mcnt amounts to 11,213.6C-1.119. a
decrease of $223.34tfrom last year.
"Ouida." the famous novelist, died
retterdity-tre-e-subtrrtr-tsf--trtarenee,
• • 411-44""--r, under circumstances of the dir-
portionate ca h reserve 'as compared  ert,jovefly, tions IK0J4Vted by- Jech..8tvani, -Ave .feet bight. with _lettere_ four
-4-1andslfde eeeurred an the river frry. Wilhelm, Noble, Smith and crowd-feet high. the hands twelve feet
Adele. betweeri. Milan and org*mo,f that defeated Harrison. posing ag • Itulir- As the clock has not yet been
Italy. and five persons were killed. Democrat. It Denbbain wins, you will ordered it Dee known just how it
make a senator from here look like will run. but ln all probability. by
- ALL Tam mostLia a fcur-spot. We are for you. J. E. at:hough some of the
ment plays a rpont prominent part. It English. Thomas Holland, Morris 
netier ones have used compressedIs • stags. and Baliard's snow Uni-
ties no supericir rot Rheumatism, stiff Hirschfeld, JalaWS M. Limn. Major air. Owing to tbn immense sine of
Mints. eads:a*aises, and all pains. Buy Winton' Robinson, Jr., Capt. Richard the clock it will be possible to tellIt. try it and you will aiwaye uge it. 
c
-
Anybody who has used Ballard's Sae* alissi, A. J. Ransom and 350 ether. 1the time from a great distance. The
Liniment is • proof of what It does. 'tower, too, will lige a land mark.
Buy a trial bottle.. 25c. 50c and 81.05. •
Sold by J. H. oeteeektaeger. Leine Bros. How Is Tour Digestion? 
overtoppink everything In tile vicinity
um Mary Doicing, or•sra. gui It will be 669 feel above the street.
Ave., San Francisco, rerommende at 
New High Preseure System.
reimed, for --stomach trouble. She 
The recent live million dollar Am
whisays: "Gratitude for the wonderful 
ch revealed the inadequate minket
effect of Etectric Bitters in a case of nieni 
of the fire department in dealing
acute indigesitIon, prompts this teeti-
menial. I am full) convinced that for
stomach and liver troubles Electric
Bitters is the beet remedy on the
market today." This great tonic and
alterative medicine isnigosatos 
system, purifies the blood and „hp es-
pecially helpful in all forms of female
weakness. 60c at all druggists.
_
The Evening Sun-141, a week
•••=•••••••••••
-
John W. Yerkes. former commie-
Stoner of internal 'revenue, made an
,--argument before the subcommittee of.
the senate committee on. judiciary in
, opposition to the bills relating to fed-
eral jurisdiction over shipments of
liquor local option localities, •
Cbariei Finley has written McKenn
ale Todd. secretary to Governor Will-
son, from Denver, denying the inter-
...slew in which, he was reported to have nod Cern. Ripley. • - •
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All kinds of Ibuling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
1
The'Cinciasati Eaqnirer's Frank-
fort correspondent vent the following
copy of a telegram received by Eu-
gene Graves, representative of Mc-
Cracken couisty Democracy in the
state legislature:
"Paducah. Ky., Jan. 27.-Eugene
Graves, representative. Frankfort. Ky.
--Telegram received. You are doing
what all your friends expected. Stick
to Beckham, and Paducah Is yours.
All imeiness teen and Democrats join
In &ging, yOu TO-disrenard Repub-
cans and sore-head Democrats. Pet 1-
DIABL, 
THE game dates its ori-gin back to ancient
China. It had another
vogue in Rome at the time
of Nero and was used ex-
tensively by the Roman
dancers. Again we find
an enthusiastic revivil of
it in France and England today. By many authorities it is ranked as an out-door
sport with lawn-tennis, golf and cricket, with which it cOmpares favorably both
:in interest:and exercise, affordei also with the additional advAntage of being a
game of deepest interest. We have the first brought to.this city. Prices rangs
from
50 Cents to $5.00 Per Set
MAIL. ORDERS FILLED
L. W. HENNEBERGER CO.
IN4.1314PC31..2ATED•
"THE HOUSE OF QUALITY" ,
422.424 Broadway Both Phones ,176
•
one who draws the lucky slip 'will
have his rent free for that month.
Every Month this proceeding will go
on, and It has worked so well -in
Paris that some of the apartinent
trouser-iiace not lost a tenant in
years. Everyone stays on in the
hope of getting a 'month's rest free.
Saving the weed and tear -ee the
homse that is attuned by tenants con-
stantly moving more.than offsets the
landlord's loss of a year's rent for
.911e_apartnient
-Largest flock In the World.
Ne-w Yorg is to have the-kigiii
clock. in the world, which distinction
London has held for a tong time with
"Big Mnli"--ha Westminster Abbey.
The new clock is to be platted in the
tower of the Metropolitaa Life build-
ing In Madison Square. and will be
In keeping with the structure itself,
witicl Is the 'tallest permanent strum
ture in the world, with the exception
of Eiffel Tower in Paris. The new
towes_ will be forty,,„-eight stories WO.
and the clop!' is to 'occupy part of the
twenty'-Afth, twenty-sixth and twenty-
seventh floors.
The dial of the'clock wtlFbe twen-
with burn:ng sky-scrapers, ham
aroused a DOW interest in the WO
pressure week. that, after foul
years of work will be -ready for serv-
ice by Aprif. Tbe new system pro-
-rides for ten powerful pumps that
MUT .utrow stny streams eel
high, which will eliminate the neces-
sity of having steam fire engines for
Poldfle. Each hate will throw an inch
and -renarter stream a.. hl as the
twentieth Door of an olive- building,
and discharge at a rate that would
lood an ord:nary city block six feet
deep in half an hour.
ing Goad.
There Is nay of tusking
(needs like Making Go...1 and DoialTrot
Pierce's ideas well exemplify thin
sod their t eads, after more than Leo
decades of pularity. are numbered by
the hand of thousensis. They hii‘e
'made good and they have not made
drunkards. .
A good, square-deal medicine of
known coin tics is LW. Pierce's Claidea
Medical . It still enjoys an im-
mense sale,must uf the prepara-
tion" lot are oine luteproiniuence in
the ear r per of its popularity base
..gone 1) this hoa " and are never more
beard of. There Must he some reason for
this long-time pOp&ilsrity and that is to
found in Its Superior merit& When
once Oren a fate trial for weak stomach,
or for liver and Mead nffeetiens, its supe-
rior curative qualities are soon tnanifeet;
hence it has survived and grown in pop-
ular favor, while scores of less meritorious
articles have suddenly dashed into favor
for a brief period and then been as Vek,
fOgrotton.
For a torpid liver with its att•.ndatit
[indigestion, dyelospahn headache, 1301.-
haps diagnose, foul breath. 'misty (-used
tongue, with bitter taste, loss of sotwtite,
with distress after eating, nervouitmets
and debility, nothing is so good as J.Plaice's Golden Medical buocovrry.- It's
an honest, square-deal medleine with all
Its lugradieuts printed on bottle-wrapper
-no secret., no hocus-pocus humbug,
therefore don't accept ii substeete that
the dealer may possibly make a little big-
ger prp6L Insist on your right to have
what tou call for.
Don't buy Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pm
.dties expecting it to prove a *cure-MI5t
is only advised for woman's special ail-
ments. It makes weak women stro.4 and
sick women well. Less advertised than
some preparations sold for Like purposes.
Its starling curative virtueentill maintain
Its position In the front ranks, wtu•ne it
mead ewer arseadasadel.essee.,,
vtgerating tonic and strengthening Derv-
ine it IS unequaled. Tt eon t satisfy those
who want "booze,- for there Is not a drop
of alcohol In it.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasesd Pellets, the Griot-
not Little Liver Pills, although the first
pill of their kind In the minim. etIll lead,
and when mars teed are ever at
in laver. Easy to teke as candy-ode lothree a dose. Much titillated but NM
equaled.
REYOLUTION OFF
JEAN JUMEAV, ITs LE %DER, hi
SHOT Ti) BEAT*.
tionalve• Occupies, by • Osis eminent
H 4 41,0. 5115.1,
Nirrifit •
Port Au _Prima Jan. 27.-The rev-
olution has been sappreaped. Joel
Jammu.- the-Mader of--the- movement,
was- -captured --gt- Dessatittee. -a---tittle
hamlet clowe'to Genitives and was at
otteiritiorid-iteith • v;irit Mein
troops that made him prisoner. Gois.
aims has been occupied •-by a -covers
nient force.
The revotutionary movement In
Hayti, which has come to end with
the asectition of its leading
Jean Junteau, was of short duration
It et egos' with the landiag on January
ap expedit lost at adventurers on
thitsitiaitien coast, isol.,far from Go*ihalein. was libeed117- oecultieff
The Haytten government at once us-
dertook zneakures to seppr-mh ' the
movemeet , and troops .were dis-
patched against the .invaders. The
American gunboat Eagle was sent .to
Hayti, and the navy department stood
ready to send two other banitstatilli
shot fd ciecklien reeuire. - President
Nord was op the 'point of bombarding
St . Marc, where the revolutionisM
bad- ngregated, -bur was alasuatrea
by the protests of the -American min-
ister. Dr. Fern's.. ---The-revolutionists
sustained aaother setback by the ar-
__rext_in_N-eve Twit city Ave dayamm_of
Jose Se Pierre Giordani, the agent
Of the insurgents, on the ch•rge of
counterfeiting the paper money of the
friii-tien government
Seven Years of Proof.
"I have had seven years of proof
that Dr. King's New Discovery is the
best medicine to take for coughs sad
cold, and for every diseased condition
of throat, chest or lungs," says W. V.
Henry. of Panama. Mo. The world
has bad thirty-eight years of proof
that Dr. King's New Discovery Is the
best remedy for coughs and colds, is
grippe, asthma, bay fever, bronchitie,
bemorrhage of the lungs. and the
early stages of consumption. Its
timely use aleays prevents the devel-.,
°potent of pneumonia. Sold under
hearantee b. all druggists. 60e and
11.00. Tr.al bottle free.
C tin% tD.
Was One of the Muse Widely Known
Men ea the River.
_---
MaYsvlile. KY., Jan. 2..--Cant. A.
R. Pierce. aged eighty-tbree yeaes.
died at his home here t. est of
general debility. In years gone by
be .was one of die meet widely limners
men on the river, having operated the
bar on the steamer Telegraph on the
upper Ohio for years, and was the
rkeeper on stivesM simitbees steam-
boats from Cinciaaati. to hie/. Or--
leans_ lie was an IldiLlellow _end
yes a wife.
Mind Your Business!
If you don't at/body will. It Is
your business to keep put of an the
rtrouble You ran and you can and will
keep out of liver and bowel trouble
if you take Dr. Blare New Life Pills.
They keep billonanees, malaria and
jaundice out of your system. 25e at
all druggists.
"But, really," persisted the report-
er, "I'm sure the public would like
to knew how you managed to live to
such a great age."
"By perseverance." replied t h
nallagettertan. "I just kept on Ilv-
111'.",--Philadelphia Press.
General Fermin. who was the lead-
er of the Haytien revolution of 1902,
was concerned-also in this movement.
At the head of a score or more of ett
lied Hayliene to- made an unsuccess-
ful attempt tale week es hied on the
Raytlen coast. The government de-
elered the vessel wh him to
be a pirate and drove b ni off.
WIRT
Should your baby suffer, When he Is
fretful and restless, don't experiment
on him and use ens, old thing your
neighbor recommends. Sur a bottle of
Whites Cream Vernilfuge, greatest
known worm medicine and cure for MI
children', diseases. It is mild In Its
actioa. builds up the •ystem, makes
thin, puny babies fat Mrs. J. C.
Smith, Tampa. els.. writes: "My baby
was thin and sickly. ebuhl not t•tain
Its food and cried all night. I used
one bottle of White's Cream Verwrtfuge
and In a few days baby was laugh!**
happy and well."
Sold by J. H. ositechissew. lang Bros
and C. 0. Ripley.
rictuir:
Dent Not Affect Policy When Holder
In laws&
Frankfort. Ky. Jan. 2 -The
court of appeals affirmed the Bour-
bon circuit court In the case of the
114fropo:.t an Life insurance company
re. Duryea B. Thomas. Tim aetion
ieverved a policy of 11,000 which had
provision cutting down the amissiat
of Insurance in the -erentr the Insured
died by his own band within two
years.
The court holds that it was proven
that insured was insane when be (out-
mitted siticIde, and the pro....ion doer
net invalidate or affect the face value
of the policy.
The court affirmed the Franklin
circuit court in Frankfort and Yer-
milieu Traction eon-loan) vs. J.
Hulett. Apipe:iee was run into at a
road oronsiong, hie horse killed. buggy
demolished and he was Injured. Tht.
lower court awarded $750.
Lamps eau,. op yr., in a yesr In Borah custom, =dear;
London; gas, iltiAlliame7s.171. lb, tootio4.--Pook.
faro- ....,
,-„,,-z.„,:.;;,,,-_ -„..-",,,,r4,;, .',,.•  ii• -.,,...-pi
,
Mrs Knieker-Henty, why did
you leave your shoes on the stairs
last night?
Knieker (dated, but inspired) -
left ani is
•
DEM %T141t1A1.17.F.D SPIRITS A T-T1FIE KENTUCKY TONIGHT.
Every once in a 'while the thinking world le brought face to face with
a fact which has caused the wisest of men to questioa the accuracy of
ledge The phenomenon in the present inetance Is Dr. Saw-
yer, the famotts sti the eastern people
and creating such a furors. at the Leadenly of . us . . • .
that immense building every Sunday night for the past three months.
The test widen has caused the greatest amount of controversy is eatstikel
lie .1laterializatren. While the medium is surrounded by a committee.
spirit figures appear on the stage. Disappearing, they immediately appear
aiming the audience in plain oven light. Other experiatetets are slate writ-
ing, ciairvoyant testaylloating tables and there. materialttatiod of forms
and fame. Dr.- Sawyei will appear at The Kentucky toteght, January- 27
FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
.rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
MERICAMERAAN NATIONAL BANK
-•••••••
Don't Forget.-.The Sun Does Job Work
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It is a great deal cliediper•to place seetts1 subscriptions to se..
Cott magas-nee at to same time and order them all together froze
us. than it is to buy the same raegozlnea singly or subscribe to thee*
separately. Oenthination club offer. are now made by wIrieb sub.
scribers .to &eventl magazines an *mace bargain price.. wonsmimell
gettilag thee* e• doer seassitnes for the deice of $030 or two. feeb-
ler:Nona- idly be dent to different addressee, if desired, and may be-
gin--tivith-esto -mouth Let---sse-bitow witatt-essignaieer you anir-INIF
mg new or what magazines yise want to take next year, and we will
smote the combination price, 'Montag saving to be effected.
fahMELJI
McClure's Meanie* $1.64)
or American
Reader Magazine.,.. 5.04
Metropolitan ..1.1111
or World Today
or Woman's Home
Companion $6.00
AU for "IWO, Belt Price
Reader Nagads• ...I3.00
Review of -Reviews : .340
or Outing
or Meeleeli '
or Smart est ••••••••=.10
$6 00
Both for 01.00. Half Price
Home Magazine • • • • $ 1 00
McClure's ..1.60
• or (losmopojtan
or American
or Success
$2 60
Beth tor 1111-60
BANS341-7431.
\Cosmopolitan $1 00
• Hone Beisslae 1 00
Or Adierkela
All for ilt1-31300
Tit7600
IdrithaEaPagaztt.rine). I 00
$2 5$
All for $LIM Nair Pries
Designer.. . .10 60
(with fashion.)
Cosmopolitan 00
Reader Magazine .. '3 OD
$4 55
All for $2.60
fliffisrelptissi Oaialogne. with beastiffel Harness raiser
cover, lietlag all seassinas slag ty and Is climbs at lowest rates, seat
you free on receipt of solant ear d request.
Central Magazine Agency • • Intianapolis. Indiana.
The Dobbs-Merrill Cohipany.
eiges
W. P. Pastas,
President.
B. Rusty, T Pewee".
Qualm Assistant Ossbisr.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANE
le eersersaed
nag'. ta4  • O  
•
• ••• 0 • • • .• ••••  • • OOOOOO • • • 4111111111.1116.Serpi.", "  111116111.literitholdere liability.. • • • ip .5 • • •i•
, Total security to deposit-ere... 
Acconnte of Individuals mid Spun solicited. We appreciatesired! as well am large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
•111,0 .000
Intarjett PAW on Time Deposits
OPICX SATITRDAT NIGHTS PROM 7 TO II tretnilK.
Third and Eiroadwair
0s. t
4
••
• e • 7
t
•
5.
• 4
• 4̂44- 44-
•
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Woman's
and want them
as much so as it is
to love. TIM beau.
tiful and pure.
The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass,
however, is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the
very thought.( it tills her with apprehension and horror. There is no
necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful or dangerous.
The use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system for the coming event
that it is safely passed without any danger. This great and wonderful
remedy is always ap-
plied externally, and
has earned thousands
ef women through the
trying crisis without sufferings
degelatar lee Atlanta, Sa.
yrkenw• grew to e l arportant woOmes
Sand fee fres book centerline information ef Friebd
Tip Sr.dk$d •
No woman's happi-
ness can be complete
without children; it
is her nature to love
Nightmare
other's
1 
4'OLORIOD RSPISHIACAN* epilogs and editor of the (Wiz In-
DESIRE TO BE DELEGATES jormer, a successful colored aews-
paper of large circulation, will also
be a candidate tor delete-at-large.It has always beeu customsry to
give to colored Republicans of Kea-
tuck)q, One of the four delegatee•at-
41 large to the presidential conventicle..
and the Taft and Fairbanks organis-
e Ogee are understood -to favor an ob•
Portante of this precedent In making
up the 1008 delegation to the Chica-
go convention to nominate a euccessor
to President Roosevelt.
Announcements of colored candi-
dates are making their aepearanos.
x--aile44,4eiseesim..ot.Ginetgetuattl.
Publisher of the Lexington Standard
and' for many years editor of the Ken
tueky Standard. Published at 1,0011"
• %ale. has hissed an address, announc-
ing his eandlduct and declaring ecr7
strongly for Judge Taft for president.
Elder W. ff. MeRldley, presidest of
the Cadia Noismal and_ Tke_oictot
. • •.
• (..1
e • 0 • • • • 1181,111/111111111111
0 IrLE \TY Oaf MONET
• MA'S .L) WHEN YOV
C• BCY tIOAL 01P
(4
BRADLEY BROS., •--
PHONES 11119.
• • "
••••••••••••••••
Tire JOT
Of living Is to have good health. Efall
iFierbine and you will have bushels of
joy. You need not b• blue, fretful sue
have that bad taste in your mouth.
Try a bottle of Herbine, a positive curs
for all liver complaints. E Harrell,
AusUn, Tea., writes: "I have used
Kerbin• for over a Year. and find it is
fln• regulator. t gladly recommend g
as 111/ ane =soigne for Dyspepsia."
Reid by .1. H. 0•111sebtaeger. Lang Bros.
and C. 0. Ripley.
• Slayfield, Ky., Jan. 21.-Tha team
of Mt. Done Redden, whleh was stand-
ing unhitched In front of H. P. Bilge's
Job printing oak*, becalm. frightened
and started to run, but on account of
one of the horses being the best run-
snertte. ‘be other was ng 
Ii 
one fell ilws 
front
-
Against $ee .buggy of Mr. C.
io
IP the old Stark cafe, and broke both
• rear wheels. So one was in either of
• the vehicles.
•
• The Poet-What did you do with
• that .pieee of mannernipt on any table!
• j rig WIN-1 used it to Hat the Are
• with.
dr Tie poet-titre/Ached woman' didn't
Meow that piper =stained a sou.
• His Wife--Yes, deer. I read the
 sonnet -Cleveland Leader.
•
LOOK AT THE STAMP
Early Times
And..t
Jack Beam
Bottled in Bend Nine Years Ohl
VIM ;'RORIZEDI
(MIME WAVE WEEPING OVER
NATIONAL CAPITAL.
Negro Footpede 7ioade this Residence
seethes and the Police Are
pesscrleme.
Chicago, Ill., Jan 27.-A Wash-
ington special to the Record-Herald
says: A crime wave Is sweeping over
and terrorizing iNagbington. Murdet
has been added to a lung list of as-
saults. The pollee ,seem absolutely
helpless. Culprits are not apprehend-
ed. Footpads have Invaded the cen-
tee of the restdential section. In Mt,
immediate vicinity of Speaker Can-
non's residence three women have
'been assaulted within a few weeks.
Descriptions given of the thugs in all
Instances indicate that they were' ne-
groes. A reign of terror is upon the
stones of the city, who are now
afraid to go upon the streets unat-
tended after nightfall. Heretofore
upon the streets of the city in the
early hours of the evening they had
no occasion to tear insult, much kWh
violence.
Until within the last few months
the criminally inclined among the
gagroJALLML..11Axe..twillusid
la, breaking to petty thefts and alley
assaults In which membeAi of their
race were involved. Feeling encour-
aged °worths success of the thugs in
escaping arrest, they have come out
of the alleys upon the streets, seeking
victims among women and men. whose
appearance indicates that therfalight
have moner In their elookete.-
•••
CARRIE) Norway
Certainly %smashed a hole hi the bee-
rooms of 'Naomi., but Ballard's Ror•-
hound Syrup has smashed all records
as a cure for Coughs. Bronchitis. In-
Retinae and all Pulmonary diseases
T. C. It-, Horton. Kansas, writes' "I
have never found a medicine that
would cure a coggh eo quickly as Bal-
lardfs BerehouiM syrup. I have used
It for years
Sold by . Gehlschlaeger. Lang Bros.
sad C. 0. ',ley. •
JOHN M.AHAN. jaNCATITE.
VIES AT JACKSONVILLE.
John Makeek-of Deeetel;-1417:
early Sunday morning se Jacksonville.
Lik.--of nervous prostratala. -Mr. Ed
Mahan. a brother, was in the city
from Mayfield ysseterdai, en route t
Decatur, where be went to attend the
funeral and burial today. Mr. Mahan
was 36 years old and a popular Young
man in Decatur. He leaves a wife
and mother.
Many people buffer from Blood
Polern and don't know it.- Read
symptoms. Easily cured by B. B.
If you have aches and pains In the
bones, back or joints. Itching. Scabby
skin, blood feels hot or thin; swollen
Glands, litialliga and Bumps on the skin
More Throat or Mouth; falling hair.
Pimples or offensive eruptions. Cancer-
ousuri.tatoyrimepsit, Llabr umt oIs.ptehower bairttio.oya oti.rsaieie.raLiapviot
e 
Pace
rdltilideto 
cure even the worst and most deep-
seated cases: B. B. B. drives all poi-
sonous matter from the system and
sends a flood of pure. ritil blood direct
to the skin surface. In this way Aches
and Pains are stopped, all Eruptions,
Sores, Pimples, even c.inc(r and every
vidence of Blood religion are quickly
healed and cured, completely changing
the entire body Into a clean, kealthy
condition. Thousands of the worst cases
cured by B. B. B.. after an other treat-
ment failed.
ClINHI ITCHING ECZEMA.
Watery blisters, open, itching sorry
or ites...eind, an leave after treatment
with B. 'B. B., because these troubles are
caused by blood poison...while 0. B. B.
kills the poison, makes the eleou pure
and Vett. heals the sores and stops the
It 11 0,1rineATIKI Baca BALM. (111. S. 3.)
Is pleasant.and safe to take; composed
of pure Botanic Ingredients. SAMPLE
LINIT 'FREE by writing Blood Balm Co.,
Atlanta, Ga. SOLD BY DRUGGISTS, or
sent by_...exprqas.st$ it PER LARGE
ri w.1 ins airections for borne
Mold in Paducah. Ky.. by R.
Walker lb CO.. Gilbeft, Lang
Bros.. Aivey a List.
"GOOD GRAVEL"
MAN WHO SIEVED POLITItie IN
STREET SURFACE REBUKED.
NLayor smith's Clenched Fist Again
Seen in SuggestionofIt•Tub14'
can Gra‘el.
Illustrative of the policy of Mayor
James P. Smith Jis the following in-
Oben' that took place In the mayor's
Ace' Tate gaiiiidai- afternoon. The
M a-Work when a man
walked In.
"Good afternoon,- Mayor. Smith,"
he approached the mayor. "Have you
allied the members of the board of
public works,"
"No, not yet," responded the ex-
ecutive.
"Well, when you do," answered the
visitor. "t want to have a talk with
them. The city has been buying good
Democratic gravel so long that now
want to sell it some good Republican
gravel."
"Sir." said. Mayor Smith. rising to
ha feet and clenehlag his fists. "Cut
out the polities; I only' want good
gravel, and I will have it, too.•'
NEW LAW
The Dew law paired by congress for-
bidding railroad operators working
more than nine hours a day has
created a demand for about 30.100
more telegraph operator* than can
now be secured. Railroad wires are
to be cut into the Telegraphy Depart-
NA (I 
ORAUGHON'S
Practical Business College,ia.r.ro.•rated.)
314 broader& y, Padua:slit
by railroad companies. thereby wising
students main-line practice. BrSl-
NSW MEN say DRArGIION'S Is
THE BERT. TIIRRE Mootits'
studying Bookkeeping by DRAUGH-
ON ,; COPYRIGHTILD methods
equal SIX elsewhere. SEVENTY-
it PER CENT of the Unteed
States Cosset Reporters write the
system of Shorthand DRAUGHON
teaches. Write for prices in lemons
In Shorthand, Bookkeeping. Penman-
104, etc , 1SY MAIL. POSITIONS
secured or money refunded. Cata-
logue /Ts&
th. 
GAS COKE
Is the carbon without
the soot and smoke; the
dirt has been taken out.
There is but a small
amount of ash and that
is easily fundled. It is all
heat and it's less expen-
sive. . •a •• • •• • •
The Paducah Light & Power Co.
Delegates Are Ckesest.
Frankfort,- Ky., Jan. 27.-Gov.
Willson has appointed Kentucky's
representatives to the bearing before
the house co mittee of the Appalach-
ian ØIte Mountain national forestry
bill, which eAll be held In Washing-
ton January 30. The delegates named
are E. W. H. Haegog.  Covinron -
A. McDowell, T. Macdonald, Frank
H. Hartwell, George S. Newman:7r.,
L. Wilbur Ilubley. Prof. H T. Brows.,
ell, Prof. R. H. Marks. J. M. John-
eon, Frank If. Miller. Lafon Allen. R.
E. /Hughes. Bruce Haldeman, Harri-
son Robertson. John Stites, Mrs. Ma-
son Maury, Mrs. Bonnie Itobimon.
Mrs. George Avery. Capt. Alfred Pir-
tle, B., G. Boyle. Louisville; John R.
Atkinson. Earlinglon; M. F. Johnson.
Deuchel ij Garman, II, HIIIehmey.
Cr, Lexington.
Gov. Willson appointed.auother col-
onel on his staff Oils morning in the
person of 0. P. Barrows, of (Seem-
hero.
"Does our wife ever exasperate
you by referring to the excellent
qualities of her first husband!"
"I should say not. His income
wasn't half as big as Mine Is -Chi-
cago Kee° rd- Hera id.
AL the potent medicines and
toilet articles advert;eed in title
paper are on sale 04
McPherson's Drag Stare
Fourth and Broadway.
We Are
Headquarters For
Choice Roses
Carnaiione
Narcissus
Violets and
Artistic
Floral
Design
• -
F-Loitio“ 
a.,
JUL LONDON
NOTED AUTHOR ARRIVES AT
SAN FRANCISCO. .
Left His Boat at Tahiti and l'om-
pleu. Trip. Has lift's
Levet At cideut.
&an Francisco, Jan. 27.-Jack
London. the author, who left here
last May on a seven-year trip around
the world to procure material for lit-
erary work and for whose satets
fears have been entertalaed, returned
to this city today on the steamship
Mariposa from Tahiti.
London Is aocomPanied by his wife
and says that he haat come back to
attend to some business matters. He
will leave again on the Mariposa on
February 1. The Snark. the lift--
foot boat, ill which Londou is making
his trip, was left at Takla for re-
pairs..
"We base had absolutely no ad-
ventures." said Landon, "and the
reasons for our delayed arrival at the
Marquesas islands, which gave rest to
the report i that we bad been lost,
were simply trouble -with 'our gas en-
gine and because we spent some tlmt
cruising among various islands. When
we resume our voyage in the *Mark
-11talrtatve-
Those shta came wth us when we
left San Francisco last spring ideals
ized adventure and when they found
that actual adventure had a lot of
hard wprk in between times, they lost
intereef."
THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO
TRANSFER MONEY
18 BY
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1874.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
PADBCAH. HEN7UCSI •
l'NITED STATES DIG-OSITORY,
Capital, Surplus and Undivided Prattle $400,000 00
Sharehoiders Responsibilky   " 200,000 00
. Toad Responsibility to Depeeleore  1100.015) 00
S. B. HIGHES, President. JON. J. FRIEDMAN, Vice President.
J. C. UTTEltBAcK, Cashier. C. E RICILARDSON, Amt. Cashier.
• INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS.
DIRECTORS.
A. E. ANSPACHER, S. B. HUGHES, S. A. FOWLER. J. L. 11PRIED-
3LtN, J. C. UTTERBACK, DR .J. G. BROOKS, BRACE OWEN.
PAGE'S RESTAURANT
123 South Second.
is now open in new quarters. Opt n day and [light.
'IRS. EDDY 
MOVI.S TO PLAt'le NE.t.ILER THE
41JURCH THAN ROME.
Plea to Ile Min./. conveniently LO
cated ith Refereact• to the
Concord, N. H., Jan. 27.-Mrs.
Slery Baker G. Eddy, founder and
head of the First *Church of Christ.
scientists Sunday, left her home, Pleas
ant Visw. in this city, and tor a cir-
cuitous route in a special train, went
to Chestnut Hill, Brookline, to
house recently purchased 'by tie
Christian Science denomination.
Mrs. Eddy was accompanied by her
secretary, Calvin A. Frye, Archibald
MeTennan, one of the trustee for
Mrs. Eddy's property, Rev. Irving C.
Tonifineon. a Christian Science "read.
Cr." and a dozen other men end wo-
men of the Christian Science belief.
Mrs. Eddy will reside permanently in
Brookline.
lira. Eddy's Purpose.
Boston. Jan. 27.-Abfred Farrow
head of the Christian &educe pub11-
bureau...in.& statement last  It
id: '
"Mrs Eddy's purpoee is to be more
convenient to the mother church of
-denomination MtiZ nearer ta. head-
quarters. -
'vine whole affair. including the
preparation of the house, was in keep-
ing with Mrs. Eddy's usual way of
doing things. She wellghs matters de-
liberately, and carefully, then eels
quickly."
Disciplin• on Shipboard.
$2.70
Worth of Sanitol
Toilet Prepara-
tions for
We would be glad to
have you call at our
store and let us explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
Free delivery-to an
part of the city.
Bothishones756.1
S. IL WINSTEAD
Druggist
Seventh and droadway,
IT. LOUIS & TENNESSEE WWI
- PACKET COMPANY; 
(lacorpswate&)
FOR TEl Tionmsaus
HENRY MANN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AXE
NINTETOKY.
leek Bladlag, Beak Wort. Lord
end Libnu7 Work • specialty.
NEW STATE HOTEL
earrnoroma, ELL.
D. A. Bailey, Prep.
feweell and beet botei ta tbe city.
Sates 112.o0. Two large sample
MOONS. Bath rooms, Electric Lights.
Rae oaly centrally located Holed Is
b. city. •
COMMERO"Alis PATRONAGE' 1110-
11101TOO.
EVANSVILLE. P A D DCA 11 AND
CLOW LIMB.
(Ineerporated.)
EVANSiTLLE-PADUCAH PAOKINS
(Daily Except fituaday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
liopk,no leave Paducah tor Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. za. sharp, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from raducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table US..
surpassed.
For further Information apply to
S. A. Fowler. General Pass. Agent, or
Otero Feeder, City Pass Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh A Co's OS.
!list and Broadway.
lint Killtie-(protdly)-Bees 'aria' it
long yarn with lbesladdrat I 'ave.
Second sailor Otignaseg)-ilestpa'.
What was ier Mg pia"
First Sailor-We& the old leals.
rier, ter tic. '4 yea. iltartscierd yer 'ohm
rer kpeek lowed lebbree-, **4- f- *pa
and I sea. Nate. ago. airr -*sm.
Watened Pewee Yews.
"Tor aftees years I have watched
the working of Bucklen'a Arnica
Salve; and it has never failed- to eure
any sore, boil, ulcer or burn to which
It was applied. It has saved us Many
a doctor bill," eity•s A. F. Hardy, of
East Wilton, Maine. 25c at all drug-
gists.
Chick,* Tunes White from Grief.
Merlon, 0., Jan.' 27.-Listen. na-
Ire fakers. A black Minorca hen I
turning white from grief Owe the
tragic death of her owner. Benjamin
leek's. a victim of the cars. Whet,
'she mewed tits voice and einvele favors
he a as won't to give her she began
.• to droop and in a abort tittle it was
notleett that white Netball! SPef.'
klioa ni in hei plumage.
 .•••••••••••••••11011 .
IMAM CLYDE
Leaves Paducah tor Tennessee Rives
Every Wednesday at 4 p. no.
A. W. WRIGHT Mane,
EUGENE ROBINSON Chest
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion rates from Pada
cab to Waterloo. Fare for the round
trip $8.00. Leaves Paducah *very
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL EX-
CURSION BULLETIN.
The Molting reduced rates
are atemnisoed:
MARDI WAS
New OrIcam., Is,.
Me.
For the above occasion the
Illinois central Railroad com-
pany. sill !sell round trip Holt
ets on February 26 27 28
29 and on March 1 end 2,
1908. for $15.95. good re-
turning until March 10, 1908.
•
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Firth bad
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket effiee
R. M PRA T H ER,
Agent Union DWI
EDGAR W WHITMORE
REAL ESTATE
AGENCY
FREE
REAL ESTATE PRI‘LISr.
Cail, %DJ or T.I.plisse 
I
se •
Pb.... 835. FRATERNITY 111.1111N
PADUCAH, KT,
I•keTolly Livery CIMpany
horn' St. sal Italvely lre
llooseperatea.i
board horses
do &general
livery Warless
sell horses,
buy horses,
•
KILLTHE COUCH
AND CURE yea I. UNC8.1
-will Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR CS esrs v•illY4(0•111:ts
ABS ALL GMAT /ND LUDO TNOVIIILIS.
VARUN ILB7UITIL ISATIS/ROTORihmoaf ET 11111NDED.
PALM LIGHT THE PAUX1641J3 EVENING SUN
06/LWES
Tbe Newest
. Offerings
Tinsel Belts and Belting
We are showing a large variety of styles
and patterns in the latest fad - Tinsel Belts
and Belting. This is strictly new and hassiftg
a good run east. 'We have a good assort-
ment of colors and white.
We have just received and are showing
a strong liar of new styles of Hat Pins, Belt
Pins, Cuff Pins, etc. The new Cornier stone
that is the ntwest> is here in many styles.
New Neckwear
We are also showing the newest neck
fixings such as stiff Embroidered Collars,
Neck Bows and Ruches. A splendid as-
sortment of white and colored.
CritrAed2pAttatrArateate•ltimOtowAtratri
I/ You Want the Newest You'd Find it at
THE DAVLIGHT STORE 
Depend on Us for the Newest
Ask Law Repealed. salaries, employes of the  combined
Denville, Va., Jan. 27.-Believing railroads of the Mate will petition
that restoration of the old passenget tbe legislature now Is steation, to re-
rate law In North Carolina will pre peal the present. 2% cent per mile
rent the reduction expected in their law.
IRS. L PERRY
DIES (W HEART DISEASE AT HE
DAUGHTER'S HOME.
Well Know.' (Vigra of Syintemila
Pasere Away ha Death of
Dr. McClure.
Mrs. L. Perry, 70 'years old and a
woman well known. died euddenly of
heart -disease Saturday night at the
'home of her daughter, Mrs. Edward
Perry, 127 Jackson street.
Dr. W. F. McClure. . one of the
most prominent citizens of Symsonia.
Gra;ses county, died Saturday after ,a
week's illness of pneumonia. He
leaves a wife, three sons, Edward,
Joseph and lered McClure, and one
daughter. Mrs.-)6fattle Reed. The
burial was at the Bolton cemetery af-
ter funeral serviees by the Rev. Mr.
Harrison:
L. L. L.
34441T-- "riervit---"Perrietir fet14441,
LEtGLE Foil P.t Dt C.t H.
Will Add Sociel Feature to central
Labor Union and Work for
Label.
Plans for organizing the Ladles'
Label league In connection With the
Central Labor Union are under way,
and probably at the open session to be
given by the Oenerat 'Label* Futon
February 6. the first steps be
ken toward organization. The ob-
t of the ieague will be to bring.
union people of the city in closer
to with each other, and will be a
de htful social elitism Then the
strength that may be gt a the unions
by dsnandLng only enkin 
the --heitesoas tbe away ..feetuma
will be Mho
Joseph Des
And other p
eatertainers of the city:
of the e.
At thè open oession of the Centrall
Labor an excel!.nt program- is
teeing arranged. and a pleasant even-
ing is antitipated. On the .program
iffizabetb Graham. Mr.
ger, William Brazeiten
inent musicians and
"Pa. what's t difference between
a town and a city?"
"When a plac gets so exacting
that 'Ten Nights I a Bar-room' can
no longer be produ d at a Pron.( in
it, It's •ty."-Chh go Record-Her-
ald.
•
).4 Ruch( jolts
219.23.3 Brcsadwasy.
MONDAY, JAREARY IT.
-first Saq of ̀ Our Readq-to-WearVlearance 4ale a duccess
verq Sarment at gremendoud geduetiogs
Wi h our immense stock. you will find lots of things you need and cap afford to buy at the price at
which we are offering them-garments worth twice and three times as much---but we must clean
out this stock for spring goods. some of which we are now showing. and these prices will certainly
clean them out. Come down tomorrow andget some of the good things.
adks'`41ec1rie and "(ear Seal 'Coats
• triginal 9riee $35, $40, $49.50
'Choice $25.00
--These coats are made ot-the best grades of ele2.tric ui-
and near seal, are one of our strongest sellers and are
w
guaranteed for one year; we offer ehoii* of $2hat we have left in $35, $40. $49,50 line st.5.00
Two brown Coney Coats, original price $25, $15.98size 36; choioe
ladte4' $9 Vrudked Velvet 'oat,
Slack, $3.98
Wye have,only eight in lot; blaak,14 inches
Off, . cif
choice
adies' Marts, Vokred, $6.90
trighgal ?rice $20 to $8.50
Thia lot includes this season's styles in blue, brown.
black Chiffon Panama skirts that are worth
$10 to $8.50; choice 
 $6
`Qat •at
9ricie
Consisting of all colors and sizes-4 to
14 years-in blue, brown, red; original
price $9.90 to $2.00; simile.°
Hall Price
.90
ladles' ̀ daraeul 'oats $32.50 to
$16.50-41coice $10,
These coats are verylpopular and one of the newest and
oat serviceable materials in black-22 and 24 inch
coats-original prices
$32 59:10,$16.50-Choiee $ 1 0.00
$12.50 to $(L00-Choice...,.  $5.98
$adles' _Rain 'Goats $5.00
. *kW( Price 4125.00 to $12.50
We have eight rain costa, sizes :36 to 40, origi- nn
nal I y sold $25 to 412.50; oliciiee.-.-- _Wein/
dkIrtd, Slack, Vholee $7.98
*Waal Price 14.50, 12.50, 10.00.
All this season's styles in black-Panama and Chiffon
Panama-cut full, plaited and trimmed in bands. This
lot includes abont 75 skirts to choose of-
$14.50, $12.80 and $10 values at $7.98
Vgisses' duits $4.98
trigiital 'rice $3.50
Misses' all wool mixtures in blue, brown
and greys, sailor suits, all this season's
garments-10 to 14 year sizes-that sold
for 18.50; ehoiCe of these $4.98
bong tigkortkikaer -Kitivotss; now--
price $2.50 and $2.00; choice
Half Price
Short Kimmins, 50e, choice
Half Price
The piety y_eg.put on her e-e the
mirror will not make you a mirror of
piet 
lir SUN "Want Ad" Column-the Market Place of Paducah
The Last Week of the fireatest Clearance Sale Ever Known in Paducah
Started With A Rush This Morning, To Continue All Week
r  HIS morning started the last week of the Greatest Clearance Sale \ever known in Paducah, and, judging from the crowds awaitin
g the opening of the doors, ladies
I. of Paducah have been looking forward to it eagerly. They reali4ed that we meant business when we said we were determined t
o clean up the entire stock dur-
ing this week's sale. And, judging from the readindss with which they have -been buying all day, there was no disapp
ointment with the values offered.
If you didn't get down to the sale this morning, don't do yourself the injustice of failing to attend tomorrow. Goods move fast under the stimulus
 of such prices
as these. Just glance through the items below and judge for yourself whether it wouldn't be true economy 
to buy now-at once.
REMEMBER THIS- -The sale will continue all week. The prices which are on the items now will remain unchanged u
ntil they are all gone. During this sale we
make no exchanges, take nothing back and, above all, desire the cash for every purchase.
Any Ev..ning Gown in our Store,
all this week v. ii ..... $18.95
There ate pribaloly seventeen of these dresses, to wet
prices on them were from fill to $&.
Choir.- 'if any el:, fa 1.-ot V,elvet Suit will be sold 11 C aft
thre,ighout the entire eeek for   I oh MU_
These ;Una are in black, brown, navy and dark red: the
. 
styles are V the very latest cut and $45 ead $50 were the
former prices.
Choice of any short 1 laracul (*oat in our store for
all week long will be . $15.00
These, (0515
'French "Caraetil, and as !fl
newer or more stylish for
Coat in our store all this week will • 
Choice for any long blc or telkake tight fitting $12.9.5
' This includes every long Broadcloth. Vicuna or Covert'
Coat we have in stock; there' are a I sisee and moat of
them are lined throughout with, Filth] Fr)riTIPr 4Srloe oi this
('oat was $2n.
 „•loMm,
sold bor $27, to $10; ttey are ail made of
Choice of any Near Seal Jacket that sold for $1 OQ
140 or $35 during this week's sale will be 1 dli 4U
• These coats are Made of XXX Near Seal, broeade
d
satin or plain satin lined, loose or tight fitting batik. For-
tner price135 ana $40.
Choice of aujEireoing Wrap, including all
the high colors, for all this vt eek will be 
These wraps have the new Mandarin sleeve and th
vest that makes them the latest evening *tap worn. There
ea probably twenty of these coats left and old prices were
8-4ft and $45.
Choice 'of a lot of forty suits that were $18 to Ifl
litai.lia] there Isn't an)thIng 023, price all during this 
week will be  1
a la.41 sear. These would b
e magnificent varies If you bad to pay
$20 for them. They are all new steles and made of good
quality of broadcloth; all sizes.
Choice of .a lot of -Ladies' Feaey Mixed Costa el) GE
all this week for  1IPL s
at/
We heve all irises in this lot and the former pH( Ps on
them ranged from $5 to $40. The coat is made of a good
quality all-wool fancy plaids or nil:turn&
Choice of thirty plain or embroidered loose fittin
cloalk6, that sold for S'if and $25, this week
for $1 Os
These Intle,te out very .best loose fitting coats, which
are absolutely new In atxle and geod In finality. Colon, are
brown, tan, red, black and gray.
Choice of about fifty fancy mixtures in loose and yawl-
fining hacks, all sizes, will be sold this week eA Pc
 trh air
These are excellent Tourist Coats, made by the hest
Manufacturers and sold all throughout thla season for $10.
$12 and $15.
or
Choi,* of any white, light gray or fancy light tA
weigkit skirt all this week for  trist14
These are voile and- light-weight Skirts ttrat we c.Irrie.1
gver film out last ennymeei Lemon: the ebeapeot .of any in
this bet were $10. There are a tountier. of Rood tines that
are slightly sollet.-Ahat sold for $15. Any of these will he
sold title week at at%) prire
Choice of any child's coat in the house all this
week for-------- -- $1.75
There are probably twenty-five of these In adzes from
6 to 12 years: not a single emit in the be sold for less than
$fi and some of them were as much as $12.56.
.Cboise of any slirt Covert Coat all thisweek tE nn
for 
In this lot is also ineluded a plumber of navy blue and
brown short jackets. all lined with good taffeta or satin lin-
ing and former price was lb n and $12-50.
Choice of forty Silk Petticoats, guaranteed
taffeta, all this week for 
Tbls le a new lot that, we got In to sell for $6•1111. but in
order to glee you the test petticoat obtainable we are adver-
tising the above remarkable low price. ,
e
"Choice of plaid or stripe Bilk Waists all this
week for $2 69
There $5 and $6 waists are pretty. The) are very
likely made and Inelede good quality of taffeta silk. These
waists cotes In all slue and colors.
$3.95
EXTRAORDINARY LOW PRICES ON FINE SUITS
We haven't many and our stock lacks a greet deal of being complete,
yet there remains probabry twenty suits that sold from $50 to $100. The
sloths in these garments are the- product of the best foreign factories and
the workmanship is the best. All these have been merged for.,thie sale and
I.. pries* we will put on them will enable you to buy a suit when you at-
tend this sale.
Low Prices on Furs
The most extraordinary low pries* on Fur Costa, Fur Mulfs and Fur
Scarfs. Over $5,000 worth' of Furs from which to make your selee'ion,
they have ever boeu at any time it has been oar pleasure‘ to do business
with Paducah bluer'.
It would be quite impoosible for us to mention pries' on Fur Scarf. oil.
Muffs; we can only say that daring this sale the prices will be lower than
• IN
4;
